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PREFACE

In America education has long been an important avenue of

opportunity. From our earliest years young people and their families

have looked to the nation's colleges and universities to provide the

knowledge and experience that will enable the new generation to take its

place in the world of work and government and creative activity. In

turn, one measure of the quality of American universities and colleges is

the breadth and diversity of their students, including how well they
reflect the mix of social, racial, and economic backgrounds that make up
the communities from which they come and in which they will take part as

graduates .

On the West Coast, the University of California at Berkeley has from

its beginnings in the 1860s welcomed the sons and daughters of small

farmers and shopkeepers, railroad workers and laborers, as well as the

children of lawyers and doctors, corporate executives, from many ethnic

and racial groups. About 1915
,
as far as wa know, the first black

students enrolled at Berkeley, pioneers of yet another group of Americans

eager to seek the best in higher education and to broaden their

participation in the life of California and the nation.

Those first black students to come to Cal were indeed on their own,

with few fellow black students and no special programs or black faculty
to guide them or serve as role models. During the Great Depression of

the 1930s a few more came, maybe a hundred at a time in all. The

education benefits of the G.I. Bill for men and women who did military
service during World War II opened the doors to many more black students

to attend Cal in the late 1940s and early 1950s. A census taken in 1966

counted 226 black students, 1.02 percent of all the students at Berkeley.

By the fall of 1988, there were 1,944 black graduate and undergraduate
students, 6.1 percent of the student body. With changing population and

immigration patters in recent years, as well as active campus recruiting

programs, for the first time there is not a single majority ethnic group
in the entire undergraduate student body at Berkeley.

Looking back from the 1980s, those early trailblazers are very

special. Though few in number, a large percentage of them have gone on

to distinguished careers. They have made significant contributions in

economics, education, medicine, government, community service, and other
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fields. It is fitting that a record of their initiative and energy be

preserved in their own accounts of their expectations of the University
of California, their experiences as students there, and how these

experiences shaped their later lives. Their stories are a rich part of
the history of the University.

Since 1970, the University has sought to gather information on this

remarkable group of students, as noted in the following list of oral
histories. In 1983, the UC Black Alumni Club and University officials

began planning an organized project to document the lives and

accomplishments of its black graduates. In order to provide scholars
access to the widest possible array of data the present series includes
oral histories conducted for Regional Oral History Office projects on
California Government History Documentation and the History of Bay Area

Philanthropy, funded by various donors.

With the advice and assistance of the Black Alumni Club, and the

support of other alumni and friends of the University, the Regional Oral

History Office of The Bancroft Library is tape-recording and publishing
interviews with representative black alumni who attended Cal between the

years 1920 and 1956. As a group, these oral histories contain research
data not previously available about black pioneers in higher education.
As individuals, their stories offer inspiration to young people who may
now be thinking of entering the University.

Gabriel le Morris, Program Oirector

University of California Black Alumni Project

Willa K. Baum, Division Head

Regional Oral History Office

November 1989

Regional Oral History Office
The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley
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INTRODUCTION --by Jean Sullivan Dobrzensky

When the Berkeley International House was built in 1930 the motto

was, and still is, "That Brotherhood May Prevail." Over the years
thousands of American and foreign students have resided there and have
been part of the experience that fosters international, inter-racial,
inter-ethnic, and inter-cultural understanding. It was a natural setting
for Emmett Rice- -being totally consistent with his philosophy and

personal style.

The oral history of Emmett J. Rice, in addition to recounting
factual data about his childhood, education, and professional goals,
discusses: one, the depth of discrimination, both blatant and covert,
that existed while he was growing up; two, how he dealt with being black
in circles of society that largely were white; three, his personal
development and decisions that governed his modus operandi. It is a

remarkable story: recollections of family, friends, and faculty who
influenced him, and situations and institutions that affected him. It is

also a reflection of great personal modesty about large achievements.

A few thoughts about Emmett as an International House resident may
contribute some insight that is not revealed in the oral history. He was
one of the few American minority students in residence; a quiet but

positive infl.:;nce, alwr.ys himself, natural, open to discourse, and ready
to establish easy social relationships. As part of the I House community
he, in turn, was relieved in large part of the constant, overt,
abrasiveness of racial discrimination to which most black individuals
were subjected.

Although Emmett was friendly with numerous foreign students (the
selection of his dissertation topic was the result of discussions with
students from India), his closest friends were two white Americans. They
were a special "three-some" at I House. Together they bought a car, of
which they were inordinately proud, and were the envy of their friends,
who vied for an invitation to ride in it to campus (only two blocks

away). This was partly because few residents owned cars at that time,
but also because people wanted to be associated with Emmett. When Emmett
moved out of I House, he rented a "penthouse" which, in reality,
consisted of several livable rooms on the roof of an old warehouse. It

was the only place available to him. An invitation to one of "Em's

parties at the penthouse" was prized. Not only were they great parties,
but both foreign and American friends sought linkage with Emmett' s social
and intellectual orbit- -a fact of which he may not have been aware.





Emmett's role in integrating the Berkeley Fire Department was more

significant than for what he takes credit. It also has one humorous

aspect not mentioned in the history. When he went to his first fire and
saw the blazing building he was supposed to enter, he later confessed to

a group of friends that suddenly he wondered whether this was the right
job for him. He said, "I was scared pink," giving everybody, himself

included, a good laugh. In addition to the business of fighting
fires, he later was assigned a job in the fire alarm division.

He joined a disorganized singing group, returning from a late

Saturday party, that decided to serenade the women of I House with hymns.
It was 12:10 a.m. and it is commonly attributed to Em that he thought
such a selection would be appropriate since it was now Sunday morning.
When Enunett and his girl friend were invited to use a private home in a

resort area in Orange County, his first question was, "Is it really okay
with your folks?", and the second, "When we drive down do you think we
can find a motel that will take us?"

Ugly words were not part of his vocabulary and aggressive hostile
activities not his style. However, he was not loath to take a stand and

express his views vigorously. As told in the history, his I House debate

favoring federal legislation for fair employment practices resulted in

subsequent fall-out. Although there were times when he seethed over the

indignities to which he was subjected, rarely did this surface. I House
discussion.-: with him tended to be philosophical rather than rancorous and
confrontational. The result was that there was more light than heat and

people were drawn to him. Many remember the impact these discussions had
on them.

The years he spent at the University of California clearly were a

period when he was in the process, consciously or unconsciously, of

developing a philosophy on how to deal with a discriminatory society.
During that time, he was able to concentrate on becoming a competent
economist- -a person with intelligence, education, and ability. Even as
an on-duty fireman, he would report, "It is a great place to study." He
was neither weighed down nor distracted by a perceived need for pretense.
A foundation had been laid that helped him achieve remarkable

professional success in the years to follow.

The measure of that man can be summarized by his own words in the
oral history interview:

Question: In 1979, Black Enterprise quoted you as saying, "It is

always better to act, work and to perform as if there is no such

thing as discrimination." How did you develop that philosophy?
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Answer: I cannot pinpoint when I reached that conclusion. It was
not an idea that came full-blown to my head one sunny afternoon. . .

. I had struggled with this problem for a long time. . . . And I

concluded that I am only one person. I am only human, and I cannot

carry the burdens of the world around on my shoulders and at the

same time function. So I was just going to be myself. . . . If my
being black caused a problem, it was not going to be me; it was

going to be the other people.

Emmett Rice has made his mark as a fine economist and member of the

Federal Reserve Board. He has also contributed an added dimension to

American life. Because of him, and through the lives he has touched,

progress has been made towards a better society.

Jean Sullivan Dobrzensky
Former Staff Member, International

House, UC Berkeley

April 1991

Oakland, California
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INTERVIEW HISTORY- -Emmett J. Rice

As an eminent member of the nation's banking system, Fulbright
scholar, economics professor, and member of the board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System (1979-1987), Emmett Rice was an ideal first
interviewee for the University of California Black Alumni Oral History
Project. He was also the first recipient of the UC Black Alumni Club

Alumnus/a of the Year Award. Creation of the award in 1984 coincided

fortuitously with establishment of the project, so that the Regional Oral

History Office was able to arrange to interview Dr. Rice when he came
from his base in Washington, D.C. to attend the awards banquet.

The ceremony was held in Berkeley on May 18, and Dr. Rice kindly
agreed to sit for an extended interview earlier in the day. Four hours
of conversation were tape-recorded in the conference room of The Bancroft

Library, with a break for lunch.

A tall, trim, well-tailored person, Dr. Rice responded to the

interviewer's questions in a relaxed and friendly way. As a federal
officer with broad national and international experience, he seemed
comfortable with the interview process. Because the project is designed
to augment available information on the educational experiences of
students of diverse background, the oral history focuses on Dr, Rice's

family and childhood in South Carolina, early influences on his personal
goals, and experiences at City College of New York and doctoral studies
at the University of California at Berkeley as well as in the U.S. Air
Force during World War II and in India as a Fulbright Scholar in the

1950s.

The interview also touches on Dr. Rice's encounters with racial

prejudice and discrimination, his philosophical attitude toward these

indignities, and briefly relates his career progress from teaching at
Cornell University through the staffs of the Central Bank of Nigeria, the
U.S. Treasury Department, the World Bank, to the central Federal Reserve
Board in Washington, D.C. It is hoped that there will be further

opportunity for him to discuss his observations on the policies and

impact of this significant mechanism in the nation's economic system.

The transcript of the interview tapes was lightly edited for clarity
by the Regional Oral History Office and sent to Dr. Rice for review.

Having received no emendations from him, the manuscript was completed as

edited.
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A valuable introduction to the oral history is provided by Jean

Sullivan Dobrzensky, a longtime friend of Rice who was a staff person at

International House in the period when Rice lived there during his

Berkeley student days and later an assistant to the Berkeley Chancellor.

Mrs. Dobrzensky gives us glimpses of young Rice's firm principles,

leadership, and high spirits, qualities that one suspects have been

significant in his success in life, and a look at the ways in which I

House continues to be significant in campus life.

It is hoped there will be an opportunity for further interviewing
with Dr. Rice to document his aspirations and observations as professor
of Cornell University, official of the World Bank, member of the U.S.

Federal Reserve Board, and other professional affiliations.

Gabrielle Morris
Interviewer -Editor

May 1991

Regional Oral History Office

University of California

Berkeley, California
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I SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDHOOD

[Interview 1: May 18, 1984 J////

Familv Recollections

Morris: What we'd like to begin with is a little bit about your family and

growing up in South Carolina and then the beginnings of your move
across the country. Did you live in South Carolina for a long
time as a youngster?

Rice: I lived the first thirteen years in South Carolina. And then
moved back and forth between South Carolina and New York for three

years. And then moved permanently when I was sixteen years old.

Morris : Did you have family members in New York City?

Rice: New York and in South Carolina.

I had an older brother who was a good deal older than I . And
he had moved to New York shortly after my father died. I guess
I'm getting ahead of the story. Anyhow, he was already there. He
had a home there. He was anxious to get me out of the South
because he was convinced that I couldn't be properly educated in
the South. But because of the difficulty of making the
educational transition without losing grade level, you know, I was

going back and forth.

Morris: During the school year. That's very hard to shift back and forth.

Rice: But I made the transition. I finished high school in South
Carolina, but didn't finish enough credits to be accepted fully at
New York City College. So, I had to finish up high school work,
and do additional high school --

This symbol (#//) indicates that a tape or a segment of a tape has

begun or ended. For a guide to the tapes see page 66.





Morris: It sounds as if education was a really important thing for your
family.

Rice: Oh, it was.

Morris: Your parents, too?

Rice: Oh, yes. Yes, education was, I suppose, the most important thing
for the children.

Morris: Were your mother and father teachers?

Rice: My mother was; became. Maybe I should back up a bit.

Morris: Yes. Tell me a little bit about your mother and father.

Rice: My father was the pastor of a large Methodist congregation. He
was widely known in the community and very well thought of. He
was liked very much. This was in Sumter, South Carolina. He died
there when I was seven years old. My father was a graduate of
Lincoln University in Pennsylvania. He'd gotten his divinity
degree there and had come back to South Carolina, where he was

born, to do his pastoral work.

Morris: Was his grandfather a pastor also?

Rice: His father was. I mean my father's father was. But my mother's
father was not.

Morris: And your father's name was--?

Rice: Ulysses.

Morris: Oh, that's a nice name. After Ulysses S. Grant?

Rice: Well, I don't think he was named after Grant. It's possible. I

always had the impression he was named after some relative, some
uncle of his. That was my impression of who he was probably named

after, who was probably named after U.S. Grant.

Morris: Was your mother also born in South Carolina?

Rice: Yes. My mother was born in South Carolina. Her father was a

farmer, a successful farmer. But he had had a fling in local

Republican politics. He had been the superintendent of Lawrence

county schools at a time when black people weren't supposed to

have those jobs. He was eventually forced out.





Morris: There weren't very many Republicans, were there, in the South?

Rice: Well, almost all black people were Republicans. What happened
after the Civil War was that the Republicans ran the South during
Reconstruction.

Morris: Republicans from the North?

Rice: From the North. Almost all the black freed slaves who were active
in politics were active with the Republicans. And, of course,
during Reconstruction, there were a lot of black people elected
from the Southern states to state office and national office.
There were senators from South Carolina. I'm not absolutely sure
of this. There were some representatives for South Carolina. All
that ended with the end of Reconstruction, but some people managed
to continue to hold political jobs for a while before they were--

Morris: Eased out.

Rice: In most cases they weren't eased out. They were just put out.

Morris: Because the Democrats built up a strong enough machine to elect

Rice: No, because the old guard, because the Old South, old southern
Democrats, reassumed power. And they not only blew the

Republicans out, and the black Republicans as well, but, they
effectively removed black people from participation, political
participation in the political life of the South. But before that

happened entirely, my grandfather, my mother's father, was

appointed by the governor of South Carolina to be superintendent
of schools. I think that was an elective office- -appointed by the

governor and then confirmed by election is how it works in
California- -that had to be confirmed by appointment by the

governor, but I'm not absolutely positive of that. I do know he
was appointed by the governor because I have the certificate of

appointment. It hangs in my office in Washington.

Morris: Oh, that's a nice thing.

Rice: So, when you come, I'll show it to you.

Morris: Right. When was he appointed?

Rice: I think it was in 1876.

Morris: Would you have known either grandfather?





Rice: Yes, I knew him; he was my mother's father, but my father's father
died before I was born.

Morris: So this grandfather was part of your growing up?

Rice: No, because he died, also, when I was eight years old. He died a

year after my father. But I did know him, and I spent time with
him. And I was surely influenced by him. I had a great deal of
admiration for him. He was, by that time, an old man. But he was

active, almost until the day he died. And he never was really
feeble.

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

That's marvelous.

My first horseback ride was with him. Up on the saddle with him.
He was over eighty years old. He rode horseback well into his

eighties .

They don't build many people like that nowadays,
a farm then?

Did you live on

Rice:

Morris :

No. No
,

I lived with my mother and father in Sumter in the

parsonage. The preacher was furnished with a very nice old, huge
house. A clapboard house. I remember it very well. It was just
a wonderful house. Very huge. Many rooms, well appointed. And
the first seven years of my life, I recall as being a verv happy
family.

You said your brother was much older,
and sisters in between?

Were there other brothers

Rice: Yes.

Morris: Big family?

Rice: No, four- -a brother and two sisters. But my sisters were also
older. I was, I guess, an afterthought.

Morris: You're the caboose?

Rice: I was the caboose by a number of years. A kind of afterthought, I

guess, or not a thought at all [both laugh]. Something slipped up
on them. Some years after they, I suppose, had their family,

pretty much. Because the next child to me is nine years older; I

have a sister who's nine years older, another who's ten and a half

years older. And my brother is twelve years older.

Morris: So they sort of helped raise you?





Rice: Not really. But my brother was practically grown ever since I

remembered him. When I first became aware that I had a brother,
he was already a big boy in college.

Morris: Was he the first one to go to New York City on his own to college
or to work?

Rice: To work.

Morris: At what age?

Rice: I suppose, when he got out of college.

Morris: Did he go to college in the South?

Rice: Yes. He also went to Lincoln, the first thing, where my father
went through, which is in Pennsylvania. But when my father died,
we couldn't afford to keep him at Lincoln. My mother couldn't
afford to keep him there .

Morris: We're talking 1927-28, there weren't very many pension programs at
that point.

Rice: What happened was, when my father died, my mother, who had
attended--! don't know if you know much about schools in the

South, but--

Morris: Not too much.

Rice: She had gone to a school called Scotia, which was something like a

normal school. It was a rough equivalent to two years of college.
When my father died, my mother had to think about making a living
and supporting the family, so she took what savings we had and
sent herself back to school and got her degree, and started

teaching. So she became a teacher.

Morris: After she'd already raised a flock of kids.

Rice: Right. As I remember, my mother was a career woman after that.
She had not been before. She was a parson's wife before. But she
became a career woman out of necessity. And I remember my mother

being in a different position from mothers of most of the children
I knew and played with. Their mothers were housewives and mine
worked. I noticed that. It made an impression on me. The reason
I know this is because I sort of grew up taking for granted that
women should work and that a career was not at all unnatural.

Morris: You didn't feel that she was neglecting you because she was off at
school?





Rice: Not at all.

Teachers. Ministers, and Small Businessmen

Morris :

Rice:

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Were your sisters working by that time?

Yes. When they graduated from college, they went to work, too, as
teachers in different parts of South Carolina. One sister went to
Greenville. Another taught in Colombia.

They didn't teach in the same town at all?

No.

Was it difficult for them to find jobs as teachers?

No. No, in those days it wasn't difficult for a black college
graduate to find a teaching job. As a matter of fact, I would

guess that 90 percent of them went into teaching. Both men and
women. Of course, there was a need for them, and there was hardly
anything else they could do. A black person graduating from

college in the South before World War II could either teach, which
is, I think, what 90 percent of them did, or go to professional
school like medicine or law. Very few of them went to law school.
There were very few law schools they could go to; there was one at
Howard. So, few went to law school. A much larger number went to
medical school.

And the ministry?

Yes. That's right. A lot more went to divinity school. The most

developed black profession beyond teaching was the ministry.
There were just thousands of black Christian congregations in the

country. Of course, the influence of that survives today. It's
no accident that Jesse Jackson is a preacher.

Yes.

You think of him as civil rights activist. But he's a preacher.

And he's very definitely the Reverend Jesse Jackson, then?

The Reverend Jesse Jackson. So was Martin Luther King [,Jr.]. He
was the Reverend Martin Luther King. So it is no accident that the

political leadership among black people so far, in this century,





has been dominated by ministers. They represent the largest group
of educated people who are independent of other influences.
Teachers are not free to be politically active.

Morris: No, not until recent years. But it sounds like the ministers were
trained to be leaders in every sense of the word. Not just
spiritual leaders, but they did provide leadership to the

community.

Rice: Well, they came to this. They weren't trained to do this. This
was a void that they filled because nobody else was there.

Morris: To organize people when something needed to happen?

Rice: Yes. There were a few exceptions to this. But not many. A.

Phillip Randolph was one exception. He was a trade union leader.
Walter White, his role as a leader emerged from his leadership of
the NAACP, the head of the NAACP. The executive secretary is, by
definition, a leader, or has been up to now. So there was the
head of the NAACP, who was Walter White; and later Roy Wilkins and
A. Phillip Randolph. I think they were most of the non-clergy
leaders that we've had.

Morris: There weren't any black businessmen in South Carolina?

Rice: There were businessmen, but businessmen in the black community in
the South were not the most educated people. They were not
educated.

Morris: They had a knack for trade or making things.

Rice: Yes. That's right. They were small business people, too, that
didn't require complicated skills. They were, for example,
undertakers, people who owned restaurants, small contractors who
built houses, small corner groceries- -people like that. There
were no large businessmen that I recall. The largest businessman
was a contractor who built bridges.

Morris: In your part of South Carolina?

Rice: He was not in the Sumter part of South Carolina. This man I knew.
He was in Lawrence, South Carolina, where my grandfather had
lived. I used to visit, first my grandfather, then after he died,
his daughter's and my mother's home. And there I met a man who
built bridges. He was a bona fide contractor, and did a lot of
business as a builder of bridges. And he was illiterate. We all,
of course, were struck by that. But, he used to come and have my
aunt, my mother's sister, do his calculations for him.
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Morris: Prepare specifications for a bridge he was going to build?

Rice: Yes, which was--

Morris: That's quite a skill, to be able to carry all that in your head.

Rice: That's right. He could do all the minor calculations in his head.

But he was illiterate. He could do the minor things, but anything
that required involved extended calculations, he couldn't do. He

used to bring his work to my aunt and pay her to do it for him.

It was just very hard to believe that a man could build a bridge
and not be able to read.

Morris: Yes. When you think of all the things that go into building a

bridge- -

Rice: I don't mean anything huge, like the Bay bridge [laughs].

Morris: Yes.

Rice: I mean the bridge across the ravine or--

Morris: Yes. The river branch.

Rice: Yes. That kind of thing. I remember him well because I was so

impressed with him. Even as a child, I just found it unbelievable
that anyone could do this and not be able to read and write and

multiply and divide.

Morris: Was there an NAACP in South Carolina when you were growing up?

Rice: Yes, there was.

Morris: Was your family active in it?

Rice: No. As I recall, we were not active in it. I could be wrong. I

didn't keep track of everything.

Morris: Right. At twelve, thirteen and fourteen, you have other things on

your mind. Yes.

Rice: Right.

Morris: In a town like Sumter, was there much contact between black

youngsters and white youngsters?

Rice: No, hardly any at all. There was almost total segregation. I

never knew a white person really well until I went to New York. I

saw white people all the time. You see them in stores, you talk





to them in stores. But if you didn't work for a white person as a

maid or cook or something, you didn't get to know them. Every
once in a while a white child, a white boy, would come over and

play baseball or something like that.

Morris: Even at the high school level?

Rice: No. Not at the high school level. No, I'm talking now about
little kids. At the high school level, the lines were, really,

very strictly drawn. I'd say, after nine years old, you'd never
see a white boy to play with. A white boy over nine, nine and

over, would never play with blacks. So the segregation was total.

I just didn't know it.

Morris: But you knew they existed.

Rice: Oh, sure. Of course! What I mean is, I didn't know them on a

really personal basis. I mean I knew that Mr. So -and- So owned the

bank, or Mr. So -and- So owned the lumberyard. Or, Mr. So -and- So

owned the department store. But I didn't know him personally.
That kind of thing.

Morris : Was that the kind of thing that led your brother to go north?

Rice: Oh, yes.
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Morris: Were there other members of the family in the north? Or was your
brother the--

Rice: He was the first to go. And then others moved up and back and
forth.

Morris: How did your mother feel about that?

Rice: She thought it was fine. Sure. My mother was really very glad to

see me get an opportunity to get a good education under conditions
that were not totally segregated, which was all that was available
in the South at the time.

Morris: What was it like? What were you- -eighteen or nineteen when you
did enter New York City College?

Rice: No, I was seventeen, actually.

Morris: You did very well getting your preparation. Seventeen is really
young for college these days.

Rice: Yes.

Morris: What was it like to go from a completely segregated situation into
a big city college?

Rice: It was something I had to get used to. It was a completely new

experience. I am sure there must have been a lot of anxiety. I

don't remember it. I don't remember feeling anxious, but I am
sure that there was such a marked contrast from what I had been
accustomed to that there must have been some culture shock. But I

got over it, I guess. I don't remember it as culture shock, but
I'm sure it must have been something in that nature.
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I have to say that while the college was not segregated by
any means, there was a great deal of prejudice. White students,

generally speaking, didn't have very much to do with me. I was

pretty much isolated in college. First off, there weren't many
black students in the college.

Morris: In New York?

Rice: No. They were scattered all over, but in very small numbers.
There were some at Columbia, and NYU [New York University] . We
estimated there must have been one hundred at City College- -or

something around that. But we were so scattered that I never had
another black student in a class.

Morris: So there was no way you could really- -

Rice: Now, there were black students in the school whom I knew. But

they were doing other things. They were either ahead of me or

behind me, or in some other area of--

Morris: And you got to know them in other connections?

Rice: In other connections. That's right.

Morris: Because they were friends in the neighborhood or friends of your

Rice: Well, yes. Some I met in the gathering place in New York in the

late thirties and early forties. It was the YMCA, the Harlem
YMCA. Almost all the people I knew belonged to the YMCA. I met

people at the YMCA, for example, who were in the same college, but
I never saw them, and would never have known that they were in the

college had I not met them at the Harlem Y.

Morris: I remember a CCNY campus way down near Greenwich Village.

Rice: Well, there were two campuses. One was down there, and the main

campus was up on 139th Street and Conrad [?] Avenue.

Morris : Not too far from Columbia?

Rice: Not too far. Columbia was 121st Street in the same part of town.

So there was a difference of about eighteen blocks.

ff

Morris: --than at Columbia or one of the other colleges?
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Rice: Yes. It was much, much cheaper. It was nominal tuition. Whereas
the tuition at both Columbia and NYU was expensive, relatively
like what it is today. So it was really the relative

expensiveness of going to CCNY.

Morris: Could your brother provide room and board, or did you have to go
out and--?

Rice: No, my brother was able to--

Morris: Was he married then, or were you a couple of bachelors --

Rice: Yes. He married a couple of years after.

Career Choices: Economics and the Depression

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice :

Morris :

Did you consider the ministry in going through college and making
some career choices?

No. By the time I got to college, I knew I didn't want to be a

minister. I grew up thinking I wanted to be a physician. Well, I

might have entertained the idea while my father was alive, or

shortly after, my father died. But by the time I was a big boy and

thinking about college, I had already decided I was not going to

be a minister.

Any special reason?

I think I thought doctors made more money. [both laugh] In my
family it was an equally acceptable profession. In my family,
acceptable professions were the ministry, of course, first, and
medicine. But not law. I don't know why.

That's interesting. Yes.

There was never any mention of my becoming a lawyer. And it never
occurred to me that I wanted to become one. Never. Of course,

teaching, but there was no money in teaching, so why be a teacher?

What you are saying is that you were concerned about doing well

financially.

Yes. After my father died, yes.

Yes. To grow up in hard times makes it very important.
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Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Right.

Did you, your mother, brother, and sisters talk about what Emmett
should be when he grew up, or did it just kind of come out?

Oh, sure. We talked about it when I was quite young.

And then you settled on business administration.

I settled on economics, although I took business administration.
I settled on economics because, in those days, there wasn't a lot
of difference. Yes, in a sense you are right. I decided to do
business administration, but in the process of doing business
administration, I got interested in economics. But economics was

very much in the business school. As a matter of fact, there were
more economics courses in the business school than in the arts

college .

Economics is not everybody's dish of tea.

about it?

What appealed to you

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

I was also a child of the Depression. There was a great deal of

unemployment as far back as I could really recollect. When I

really came to consciousness, we were already in the Depression.
There was a lot of suffering. Twenty- five percent of the country
was unemployed. I wanted to understand an economy which allowed
this to happen. I wanted to see if it was really necessary. And I

wanted to understand the workings of an economic system where this
kind of thing happened. I wanted to see if there was anything
that could be done to alleviate some of the poverty and pain and

suffering, social unrest that I saw.

So I think that was the thing that drew me to economics .

But, of course, it carried a certain interest in and of itself.
It is an interesting subject, even if you don't care anything
about people. But I think I was drawn to it, really, not so much
out of fascination for what economists do, but out of a desire to

understand how and why things couldn't get any better.

Yes. And what external events make them go bad. The Depression
was also the time when there were some fairly strong governmental
efforts to intervene and make things happen in the economic

sphere. Did the political aspect of Franklin Roosevelt and New
Deal programs have any interest for you?

No. Just something that you read about, I guess. I hope I'm

understanding you. I knew that these programs were designed to

make things better; to try to correct some or to alleviate some of





the social dislocation that was taking place. But that's mostly
what I read about in the newspapers .

Morris: You mentioned earlier that you'd had some Republican officeholders
in your family.

Rice: My grandfather.

Morris: Yes. With your grandfather, was the fact that there was now a
Democratic president who was making efforts to do something about
some of these economic situations of any interest?

Rice: No, I must say I wasn't- -

Morris: You weren't a political -type young man.

Rice: No, I didn't make these kinds of political distinctions. The
difference between Republicans and Democrats was of very little
interest to me. I could have gone either way, actually, except
that the Democrats seemed to be- -by the time I grew up, Roosevelt,
of course, was still president- -he was president when 1 opened my
eyes, and he was president when I grew up [both laugh]. So I knew
that he was trying to do things that Republicans generally had
little sympathy for. I identified with what he was trying to do.

I thought that was good.

Burden of Racial Prejudice

Rice : But you have to keep in mind that the dominant influence that I

felt on my life at that time and for a long time after was the

impact of racial prejudice. It was all -pervasive. This was the

main thing that I felt happening to me- -all the time. It was

always a constraining influence. It was always a tremendous
burden that had to be born and adjusted to. It was pervasive. I

mean, it was entirely- -everything that happened to you was
influenced by your color.

Morris: This was in New York as well as in South Carolina?

Rice: This was in New York as well as in South Carolina. But the impact
was different in New York. It was more complicated in New York.
In South Carolina it was more overt and brutal, but it was equally
true in New York. New York was a pretty segregated town.

Residentially, all black people were pretty much segregated in one

part of town, which was horrid. They were beginning to break out
when I left. Of course, there were black neighborhoods in
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Brooklyn as well, and smaller black neighborhoods in Long Island.
But for the most part, black people were confined to particular
neighborhoods .

Morris: And in those neighborhoods, they were primarily black families
that had lived there for years- -and people from the South? They
hadn't yet begun getting people from the Caribbean basin?

Rice: No. There were a large number of West Indians who had already
migrated from the Caribbean, a large number. Many of my friends
had either themselves come directly from the West Indies, or were
children of West Indians. So New York had a very large population
of West Indians. And a lot of them preceded me in the black

migration from the South in the 1930s.

No, I was going to say that the main thing impacting my life
as I experienced it was the racial thing. And neither the

Republicans or Democrats were doing anything about that. On that
issue there wasn't much difference between them. As a matter of

fact, the Republicans- -I mean, since the South was almost solidly
Democratic in those days, and the Republicans were strong in the

North, where things were somewhat easier, one could think of the

Republicans as being somewhat better on racial matters than
Democrats .

No, this was in the process of changing during the Roosevelt

years, but not much. Roosevelt was not known as somebody who was
interested in civil rights for black people. He really didn't
lift a finger about racial segregation in the armed forces. So,
while I was sympathetic to many of the things that Roosevelt was

doing in the social arena- -broader economic areas--! thought it

was- -

Morris: It didn't address your feelings.

Rice: I did not address my problems. And so I wasn't all that involved.
I wasn't politically active, and I didn't have any strong
identification with either the Republican or Democratic party.

Social Life: Fellow Students

Morris: What did involve your activities and energies in addition to your
studies in college? Did you have time for sports or--?

Rice: Oh, the YMCA.
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Morris: In Harlem.

Rice: That was our social life, and also where we did sports. Yes, the
YMCA was the gathering place of black middle class kids in Harlem
at the time. And we did all kinds of things together.

Morris: Were there some professional YMCA leaders who were black?

Rice: The head of our YMCA was black. That was a full-time professional
job, to run a YMCA. There were a few men on the national YMCA
board- -none that I knew of.

Morris: There was a YMCA college in Springfield, Massachusetts. You can

go to Springfield College and you end up trained to run a YMCA. I

wondered if--

Rice: None that I was aware of. The YMCA, too, was totally segregated.
Everything was segregated in those days . There were no white
members of our Y, and we couldn't join the white Ys . Whenever a

black boy went to try to join a white YMCA, he was always referred
to the Harlem Y. We could not live in, get a room in, a white
YMCA, outside of Harlem. They wouldn't let us live in a white
YMCA. Neither would they let us join. They wouldn't let us use
the facilities.

Morris: That's really curious because somewhere up above, as you say,
there was a board of directors --

Rice: For the country?

Morris: For the country.

Rice: They were in favor of segregation as well. I mean, they didn't
lift a finger to do anything about it. No, this was just
generally accepted, that it was part of the pattern of racial

prejudice in the country. And no one was surprised. You know,

everyone was dismayed when they heard that some young man tried to

get a room in a YMCA that wasn't in Harlem. Every once in a while

you heard about somebody who was in town from New England who
didn't know that you had to stay in the- -someone who came from a

community where there weren't a lot of black people, weren't

enough blacks to build a separate facility, or to effectively
segregate. Somebody would come to town and try to get a room at
the first Y he came to, and he was always referred to the Harlem
Y. No, we accepted that as normal, natural. That's the way it

was. We didn't like it; and were upset about it, and constantly
wringing our hands about how difficult it was, but--
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Morris: And thinking that there should be some efforts to move beyond that

stage?

Rice: Oh, yes.

Morris: Any people in particular from your college days that were of an
influence, or that you've stayed in touch with who were- -in your
generation? Friends.

Rice: Not on a regular basis. I see them every once in a great while.
I read about them. A number of them are distinguished people now,
judges mostly.

Morris: Really. So there was a group that did go into the law.

Rice: Oh, yes. I was just talking about myself. No. A lot of blacks
have gone into law, as you know. Especially since World War II.

There weren't many before World War II. But since World War II.

Yes. A lot of them are judges, some are in politics. One of
them was police commissioner of New York City. Some of them,
after they finished college, went into the police department, and
worked up in the police department.

Morris: Was that the first group of blacks to go into the New York Police

Department?

Rice: No.

Morris: That's been around for some time?

Rice: No. I think that this was the first wave of college graduates.
You see, up until then, most of the policemen were just required
to finish high school. But then--

Morris: Police work became upgraded.

Rice: Not only that, but professional jobs were hard to find, and many
of the people, for example, who had majored in English or history
couldn't get any jobs. This was the job you could get, and open
competition, and of course, other people went into the police
department, and the fire department, and it worked out.

Professors: Master's Program in Business

Morris: Were there any professors at City College that were really an

inspiration to you, or helpful, or encouraged you?
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Rice: You know, I was thinking about that last night when I read your
letter, and I can't think of any. I didn't have a great deal of

personal contact with professors.

Morris: Were they big classes?

Rice: They were big classes the first two years. But even in small

classes, the relationship was very formal. None of the professors
took a special interest in me, as I recall. No, I just can't
think of a professor at City College who had a great deal of
influence on me. You know, City College is an urban institution,
and I lived at home--

Morris: There's not much in the way of the rosy college life?

Rice: There was nothing in the way of the rosy college life. There were
no residential students, so there were no dormitories. Everybody
commuted from home to school, and from school to back home. And
that is all there was: home-school, home-school. So one didn't
build up strong college ties. And the relationship with

professors, in my experience, I don't know about others, but in my
experience, was very formal.

And the relationship with students was formal. There were

very few opportunities to get to know students. You sit by a

student in a class like you sit by somebody on the subway. That's
the way it was. There was a considerable amount of prejudice
against blacks. Not overt, but people didn't make friends with
black students. White students did not make friends with black

students, generally speaking. So I knew very few.

I knew some. But it was the exception rather than the rule.

The black students, as I said, tended to know each other either

through the Harlem Y or getting together at school by making an
effort to get together. There was a black student club at the

time called the Douglass Society, and most black students attended
the Douglass Society meetings.

Morris: Was that a political kind of thing or social- -

Rice: It was not political. It was intellectual, scholarly. We had

distinguished black speakers, and professors when they had

something to say that was relevant to black problems and issues.

Morris: Occasionally, some white professors would come and speak?

Rice: Oh, yes. Yes.
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Morris: Did you get active in that, and be on the committee or anything
like that?

Rice: I wasn't on the committee. No, I wasn't on the Douglass Society
committee.

I was trying to find a way to describe my feelings about the

college. I just didn't have a strong emotional identification
with that college. I was trying to describe the conditions which
would enable you to understand that. Professors, as I observed it
and experienced it- -professors didn't go out of their way to
cultivate students or influence them or bring them out. They
would come in and teach a couple of classes and then go back to

work.

Morris: Did you go over to Wall Street at all and observe what was going
on?

Rice: Oh, yes.

Morris: Were those kinds of courses of interest to you? The money and
investment and whatnot?

Rice: Yes, they were.

Morris: The Master's program was a year at that point?

Rice: Yes, that's right.

Morris: That's pretty good.

Rice: It was short. Yes. It could have taken longer, but I had gone to

the same school and had taken a lot of the courses. You see, they
were required. I had taken them as an undergraduate.

Morris: In a sense, you kind of did the Bachelor's and the Master's so

that they overlapped?

Rice: Well, I wouldn't quite put it that way. The MBA had a unit

requirement, but it also had a course requirement. Had someone
come from another school, it would have been highly unlikely that

they would have had the core courses that would have been required
for the MBA. But these core courses I had had as an

undergraduate, because they were just there, and I had just
happened to have them.

Morris: What was your brother working in at this point?

Rice: He was a social worker at the time.
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Morris: Was he somebody with whom you could discuss these feelings about
discrimination and segregation?

Rice: Oh, yes. Yes.

Morris: He was also dealing with those.

Rice: Yes.
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III WORLD WAR II: LEADERSHIP AND BUSINESS TRAINING IN THE
AIR FORCE

Morris : Did you and your brother both go into military service during
World War II?

Rice: Yes. He got drafted. But we were not together. No, I went to

Tuskegee ,
in the air force. And he went to some air field in

Georgia.

Morris: You weren't drafted? Did you enlist?

Rice: I was drafted, but I became an officer.

Morris: Tuskegee was a very notable unit. Didn't you turn out some very
fine men?

Rice: Well, we turned out the first black fighter unit.

Morris: Fighter pilots?

Rice: Fighter pilots.

Morris: Oh, dear.

Rice: Right. Later, a bomber group was organized, but the bomber group
never saw combat. The fighter group distinguished itself in

combat in Italy.

Morris: Did you fly?

Rice: I was not a fighter pilot.

Morris: That must have been an odd experience, to be in the air corps and
not flying.
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Rice: Not everybody had to fly. I did fly. I was in airplanes all the
time . I was taught how to fly an airplane ,

but not by
requirement. As a matter of fact, it might not have been the

right thing to do; I don't know. All I know is that some people
insisted on showing me a thing or two when I was riding with them.

Morris: How did you get from the enlisted--?

Rice : I went to officer training school .

Morris: That was at Tuskegee?

Rice: No, that was in Miami and at Harvard.

Morris: Harvard doesn't sound like a place for training air force
officers .

Rice: Well, there was an air force school in the Harvard Business
School- -believe it or not. I graduated from that air force
school. But the first course was divided into two parts. You had
to go to Miami before you went to Harvard. So I went to Miami
first and then completed that part of the course, and was
transferred to Harvard where I completed the rest of it. The
Harvard Business School.

Morris: That's pretty good stuff [both laugh]. What did you learn in

Miami?

Rice: Things like logistics. Basically how to be a leader, military
leadership. How to manage men in--

Morris: Useful skills.

Rice: In a military situation. We learned soldiering. Learning how to

make camp and how to set up security arrangements after you have
made camp. That kind of thing. You know, training to be a leader
in combat. That's basically what that was. A good part of that
was logistics.

Morris: How to get the men and the equipment where you need them?

Rice: Where you want them. Yes.

Morris: And, then, there was a business school section of that? How to

manage the accounts?

Rice: No--
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Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice :

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

--And a school for training finance officers. But this was not
it. No, but this was what was referred to for lack of a better

way to describe it- -statistical control. There were a lot of

variables that had to be accurately measured and analyzed. To a

degree, these magnitudes lent themselves to statistical

manipulation.

Punch cards and tabulating machines.

That kind. Yes. And so, the air force took people like me who
had had some business training, and had had some statistics and

accounting, and background business exposure. They took such

people and sent them off to the business school.

This was the first effort at trying to apply quantitative
management techniques in a military situation. The air force was

the first to do it. Of course, all armed services adopted it

later. But, the air force did it first and demonstrated its

usefulness. You might be interested to know that the technique
was developed by the so-called Whiz Kids. Have you ever heard of

them?

Yes.

Robert McNamara. He was the instructor at the business school.

Didn't he invent program budgeting?

He also, by the way, is a graduate of the University of

California.

Right.

You might know that. You might want to interview him sometime. I

know him, by the way. Our paths crossed several times. I was at

the World Bank when he came to the World Bank as president.

Was there a California alumni group there?

No, there is a California alumni group in Washington. And I know

some of them.

There was one at the Federal Reserve Board in New York at one

point.

Rice: I didn't know that.
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Morris :

Rice :

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris;

Rice:

Well, I think it would have been earlier. Robert McNamara was

part of this process of the air force developing a quantitative
management- -

Quantitative analysis. Right.

Yes.

Tex Thornton, who later went on to become chairman of Lytton
Industries. All these people moved to Ford after the war.

On the strength of this quantitative- -

This quantitative theory that they had developed. I hate to call
it theory, but this quantitative management approach that they had

developed while at Harvard Business School.

For the air force?

For the air force. They moved, all five of them, all five Whiz
Kids. Arjay Miller was the name I was trying to think of. Have

you ever heard of him?

Oh yes . Sure .

He was later dean of Stanford Business School,

Miller was one of the Whiz Kids, I think.

I think I have heard that .

Yes. Well, Arjay

I know that Arjay was at Ford when McNamara was president. He

became president after McNamara left. They were young instructors

themselves, just out of graduate school. These young instructors

of the Harvard Business School developed a technique, a

quantitative tool to facilitate management. It involved

statistical analysis and accounting and all those kinds of things.
And they developed this course for the air force. That's what I

did.

These guys were your instructors? Or had they already gone--

I think some of them had already gone into the military by that

time. Some of them were. But most of them had moved on and had

left the teaching to the people they had trained. All these

fellows were, by that time, assistant professors or associate

professors or full professors in the business school. They were

regular business school faculty. Whereas, these younger people
who had developed it had moved on. Tex Thornton was, by the time
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Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

I got to Harvard, Tex Thornton was already in the air force. He
came into the air force laterally from what he was doing.

So you learned it in its early stages.

I guess you could say that .

That whole wartime period, in years, was not terribly long.

It was four years. To me, it was four and one half years.

Yes. But to bring about a major change in how you do things --in
four years? Was this quantitative approach significantly
different from how management made its decisions--?

No, it was a way of getting the data that you needed to make
decisions. A way of getting the data you needed to make

management decisions. After you got the data, you had to make
decisions on what you could do with it; what you could get out of
it. If you had to ask yourself, how do you analyze this data so
that is useful for your commanding officer.

The fellow who did this was a staff officer, which is what I

was when I went back to Tuskegee after getting out of the air
force --as an officer, they transferred me back to Tuskegee by way
of Maxwell Field, which was the regional headquarters. My job was
to be a staff officer who did this for the commanding officers.

It sounds like two MBAs
,
one right on top of the other,

you learn that much more in the Harvard program?

Yes? Did

It was just an advanced course with some new ideas. That is

really what it amounted to. It was some new ideas as to how to

get the numbers that you needed.

Did you go overseas?

No, I didn't go overseas.
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IV DOCTORATE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY,
1946-1954

Considering Business School or Medicine: Coming to Berkeley

Morris: Were you already thinking about going on to get a Ph.D. at that

point?

Rice: I had thought about it, and made the decision while I was still in
the air force. But when I made the decision, that is, whether I

made it in the last two, three or four months, or whether I made
if five years earlier, I don't have the foggiest. I think it was
toward the end. But I'm not sure. I don't recall giving it much

thought .

Morris: You just wanted to go do some more studying?

Rice: No. What I was trying to say was that in the air force, this is a

wartime situation. You were very busy, and you didn't have time

to do a lot of expansive thinking about what you are going to do

after the war. What you want to do is get through the war. That
is what I was mainly concerned with and consumed by, actually,
getting through each crisis or problem. And toward the end, after
the war had been won and you knew that you were going to be a

civilian again, then I remember having already decided I was going
back to school. What was there to do? You go back to school. I

was not prepared to do anything. Nobody was going to hire me to

do the things that I knew how to do. In those days, people didn't
hire professional blacks in business. So it would have been very
unrealistic to expect to get a job in a business that could use

the training and skills that I had.

Morris: But you'd already gone and committed yourself to getting those

professional skills.

Rice: I had already done a business administration Master's. I already
had a certain amount of experience. I would say had I been white,
one of my options would have been to go to work for a large

private corporation.
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Morris: Yes. What were your options as a black person?

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

As I saw it, my only options were which kind of graduate school
was I going to. Was I going to continue to study economics?
Where was I going to try to get the basic courses, finish basic
courses that would be necessary to get into medical school?

So you were still thinking about medical school at that point?

Well, I don't think I was thinking seriously about it. But I

certainly was entertaining it because my mother was still trying
to get me to seriously consider it. I wouldn't say pressuring me,
but she was insistent. This was a sure way to get ahead, and I

wasn't clear about what I was going to be doing with economics.
Her reasoning was that if I wasn't clear about what 1 was going to
do with economics, what could I do with it? She was absolutely
right.

What about teaching at Howard or Tuskegee or--?

That might have been an option. But not at that time. I had to

go and get a Ph.D.

But you were interested in how business worked? Were you looking
for ways to get into the corporate world?

It was unrealistic to expect to get into the corporate world.

Was the G.I. Bill education benefit something that helped make the

decision?

Sure. It helped me. Yes.

How did you happen to pick Berkeley? That is a long way from
South Carolina.

Well, I don't really know. I can't give you a good pat answer.

During the war, at Tuskegee, I had met some people from

California. So some of my friends were from here. And one of my
best friends, actually, had gone to U.C.L.A. as an undergraduate.
As it turned out, he came here. But we didn't work that out in

the beginning.

Who was that?

That was Luther Goodwin. Luther became a certified public
accountant and a lawyer both.
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Morris: That's a dynamite combination these days.

Rice: Yes. He is dead now, though. But he was one of my good friends,
both in the air force --he was a pilot, by the way. He was one of
the people who insisted that I--

Morris: Learn how to handle the wheels? [both laugh]

Rice: Well, that was one factor. But I don't think it was terribly- -

I knew that Berkeley was an excellent university. Even in
those days it had an excellent reputation, high standards, a

first-rate university. Part of the negative influence on me was
the experience at Harvard. I had been there and I knew I didn't
like it. I didn't want to go back to Harvard. I knew that.

Morris: Because it was wartime, or because--?

Rice: No, I just had the impression that it was a terribly cold, formal

place. And it was just more isolation for me, I thought. I could
have been dead wrong. In fact, I think I would have been wrong
had I gone. But based on my experience while I was there, I found
the place terribly formal, and I just didn't see myself enjoying
my life here. So I decided to take a long shot. And from my
point of view, Berkeley was a long shot.

Morris: Did you come out and look it over before you just--?

Rice: No, the first time I saw it I was already a student here.

Morris: Was it a complicated process to be accepted to the graduate
program?

Rice: No, not in those days. They were very generous and open-minded to

veterans. I think almost any veteran would have gotten accepted.

Morris: Well, it sounds like you brought some pretty interesting
experience yourself. That first crop of post-war veterans were,
from what I have been told, a remarkable shot in the arm to many
universities .

Rice: I tend to agree with that.

Morris: Had you had any advanced word that the University of California

might be a little more open and welcoming- -

Rice: I was told by my friends in the service from California that

things were more open out here. But I didn't believe them. I

just couldn't believe it. But they were right [laughs].
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Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

I think that while I said I didn't believe them, I did sense
that they, well, they had an enthusiasm and a sense of identity
with California that I did not have with New York. And that
counted for something with me.

A sense of identity with the university?

No, with the state.

And they were people who had grown up here and gone into the

service?

Yes.

A lot of people came to California because they had been stationed
here in the service, or had gone through on their way to the

Pacific. And I thought that might be you.

No.

Did you have in mind what you were going to work on?

Yes. I knew I wanted to study economics. I wasn't sure what my
concentrations would be. I just knew I wanted to be an economist.

Influential Professors

Morris: We haven't mentioned Mr. [John Maynard] Keynes . I was wondering.

Lately, his economic theories have been discussed as being, maybe
not perfect. But, am I right? in the 1940s, they were beginning
to be very influential in American economic thinking and politics?

Rice: Oh, yes. I think all graduate students read Keynes. He was just

terribly influential because he had made a major contribution. He

solved a puzzle that had baffled a lot of people up until that

time. Some people were convinced that he had solved the puzzle,
and others were not convinced. But most of the people I knew were

convinced.

By the time I was a graduate student, people were ceasing to

call themselves Keynes ians or anti -Keynes ians . The debate had

been pretty well won, and Keynesian theory, the basic notions of

the general theory, which was his major contribution, was pretty
well integrated into economic thinking. I never thought of myself
as a Keynesian any more than I thought of myself as a Hicks ian or
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Robinsonian or anything else [both laugh] . Neither do I think of

myself as an Adam Smithist. It was a theory which seemed to be

pretty well demonstrated with some corrections here and there and

with some elaboration here and there. But as a basic approach to

macroeconomics it was pretty well integrated and the argument was

pretty well over. It was just the refinements that were being
debated; and also extensions were being debated.

Morris: That was the case when you got here to Berkeley?

Rice: That was happening when I got here. And by the time I left I

thought it was pretty well through. By the time I left, I would

say, if anybody had asked me if I was a Keynesian, I would have

said, "No." I would have said that I wouldn't have wanted to be

labeled that way because it might carry some connotations that I

don't know that I'd agree with. But I'd be the last to deny that

it was a major influence on economic thinking at the time and on

the major economic thinkers of the time. And therefore, through
them , me .

Morris: Who were the people who were most influential in your work here at

Berkeley?

Rice: It is hard to pick out any one person. There were a number of

people who took a personal interest in me; and who helped me

develop intellectually. And that was the great difference between

my experience here and my experience at City College. A number of

professors took a personal interest in me and tried to draw me out

and encourage me. One of those people was M. M. Knight, who died

recently. Another was Frank Kidner.

Morris: I think of him in administration.

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris

Well, Frank was a teaching professor when I was here. As a matter

of fact, I was one of his teaching assistants for a while. Other

influential professors were Norman Buchanan, Robert Brady. Brady
was a great iconoclast. He criticized everybody. There was

something wrong with everybody. He was a great cynic. He felt

nobody was honest; everybody was trying to get away with

something.

Everybody in economics was trying to get away with something?

Yes.

Among the theorists, or people out in the business world?

Everybody .

You and me?
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Rice: Well, no, we were honest. Only you and I are honest [both are

laughing]

Morris: That really can turn your thinking on sometimes. When somebody
is--

Rice: It's very challenging when somebody is a total iconoclast.

Nothing is sacred. Nothing. Nothing is to be believed.

Morris: I take it he was teaching a contemporary course.

Rice: No, he taught history of economic doctrine. That was the only
course I took with him: history of economic doctrine. I guess I

am trying to name these people in the order of their influence on
me .

There was a man named Leo Rogin who died while I was here.
He died shortly after I came, as a matter of fact. I never really
got to know him. I remember him, though, because I walked into
his class totally unprepared for the kind of course that he was

teaching. And I didn't know that I was totally unprepared. It

was also a course on the history of economic doctrine; except that
he picked out four economists whom he dealt with in great detail.
We had to read everything they had written. I didn't realize it

was going to be as rigorous as it was. I was totally unprepared
for it. So I really struggled through that course. It was really
a rugged introduction to --shortly after I got here. I really was
not prepared. And I didn't know I wasn't prepared for that.

Morris: After all the work you had done, it would be a shock to find

something you--

Rice: Oh, there were a lot of things that I wasn't quite prepared for,

you know. There are a number of areas of economics that are quite
specialized. And if you haven't done all of the preparatory work,
all the prerequisites, you are lost if you come in at an advanced
level. This course assumed a much higher level of theoretical

understanding than I had had time to get at that time. I

struggled through the course.

He did teach me something that has stayed with me over the

years. And that's why I remember him. Even though I struggled in

that course, I learned something. I learned a lot, as a matter of

fact, not just something. I learned an awful lot. I learned

something about his way of looking at things. It was highly
useful to me.
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Morris: He wasn't the kind to make this challenge to what everybody was

thinking.

Rice: Oh no. No, he was a man who had a lot of faith in people and
other economists. He was a believer, whereas Brady was an
unbeliever [laughs]. But both were good teachers. Brady's course
was a more general course.

Morris: Like a survey?

Rice: It was a year course that you started with Aristotle- -or Plato,

actually, because Plato in his view is the first economist. Then
he brought us all down to Keynes. It was a course from Plato to

Keynes in a year. So that was always the general survey course.
Whereas the course I was just mentioning, with Rogin, was a course

in the fourth quarter of the nineteenth century: Austrian
economists with one exception. It included Manger, Bohm-Bawerk,
and a French economist- -they were Austrian except the one- -a third
whose name slips me, and a French economist named Vallrois. Maybe
it was just the three of them. But at any rate this was just a

chunk, a twenty- five -year span between 1875 and 1900. They were
the Austrian school of economics, which was the last half of the

nineteenth century. And these were the stars and Vallrois, the

Frenchman, who was a pioneer in his own area.

Morris: Were these people interested in a planned kind of economy?

Rice: No no. They werr market -oriented, entrepreneurial economists.

Their models were based on competition, market competition.

f*

Rice: The question he used to ask about each of these economists was,
"What is his strategic factor?" What is it that causes him to see

things the way he sees them? Unless you can isolate that

strategic factor, you are not going to understand what he is

getting at. That was his approach, and it's a very useful way of

approaching the thinking of somebody who even is not an economist.

Morris: That strategic component is not necessarily in the data that you
are working with. It could be in the person themselves.

Rice: It always is.

Morris: Where he is coming from.

Rice: Yes.
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Living at International House

Morris: You lived in International House. How did that come about?

Rice: Two things, I would say: One I wanted a pleasant environment to

live in, and, two, I wanted to be exposed to people from different
countries .

Morris: And a collegiate kind of experience, since you had been a commuter
at C.C.N.Y.?

Rice: Yes. And it certainly was that. Those were two enjoyable years
at International House. It was very broadening, stimulating, and
therefore enjoyable.

Morris: How many students lived in I House in the late forties?

Rice: I would guess three to four hundred.

Morris: And the whole campus was what in those days?

Rice: The number seventeen thousand sticks in my mind.

Morris: Things would have been pretty crowded because there would have

been- -am I right- -there would have been a lot of students coming
back from military service?

Rice: Yes. It was crowded. There were people everywhere. But it was

not overcrowded. It was not so crowded that you felt cramped and

uncomfortable. There was still a lot of open space on the campus.
And you could see the eucalyptus grove from wheeler Hall. All

these new buildings that you see on campus now were grass then,
and shrubbery. Is there still such a thing as two creeks on

campus?

Morris: I only know of one.

Rice: Oh, no. Is there such a thing as Faculty Glade?

Morris: Faculty Glade is still there. I think that is cherished by
everybody. And besides, there is a hill on one side. It would be

difficult to build on it. Where was the second creek?

Rice: On the other side of campus. One was near Faculty Glade.

Morris: Yes. That is Strawberry Creek, which is still there, although
part of it runs underground.

Rice: The other was on the other side near--
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Morris: Near Hearst Street?

Rice: Near Hearst Street.

Morris: Near what was then the Naval Architecture building, now the

Journalism School?

Rice: Right.

Morris: How many of those graduate students were from this country, and
how many from overseas?

Rice: I'd say the proportion was something like one- third American and
two-thirds foreign. Almost everybody was a graduate student.

There were very few undergraduates. There were some: I'd say not
more than 10 or 15 percent. In fact, I only knew one. But I know
there were others around.

Morris : How was the ethnic mix?

Rice: The majority of the foreign students were from Europe, various
countries in Europe. Let me describe how it was. The majority
were from Europe. There was a very liberal sprinkling of Asians:

Chinese and Indians. There were more Indians, I think, than

Chinese. And no Africans one African. Now, that's not

surprising since in those days the African countries were not

independent. They became independent starting in the late 1950s.

Ghana became independent in 1957 or 1958, to be exact; and Ghana

was the first. Continuing into the 1960s, other African nations

became independent. After that, they began to come in some

numbers .

Even so, Stanford attracted some African students from Kenya.

Morris: --that you got to know while you were here?

Rice: Yes, whom I got to know while I was here. It was interesting that

they went to Stanford and not here. Maybe they got scholarship

money at Stanford that was not available here. It is possible.
At any rate, I got to know two of these. One was in the medical

school at Stanford, and one was a graduate student in political
science. I got to know the graduate student in political science

rather well; and then I persuaded him to transfer after he

graduated from Stanford- -to transfer from there after he got his

Master's degree from Stanford. And he did transfer to here to get
his Ph.D.

Morris: Really. In political science?
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Rice: In political science.

Morris: I thought maybe you were going to convert him to economics.

Rice: No, I couldn't do that. And both of them later became ministers
in the Kenyan government. One of them became the first minister
of commerce and then [a minister in?] the Holiness Church. The
other fellow, who was studying medicine, was the first minister of
health in Kenya.

Morris: Not terribly long after they--

Rice: I'd say ten years after they finished their graduate work they
were ministers in the government. I visited Kenya during the time
that they were ministers.

Morris: How did you get acquainted with students at Stanford?

Rice:

Morris

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris:

Rice :

Morris :

Rice:

Back and forth. There was constant contact with graduate students
there and graduate students here.

Did you have on- going seminars?

There were people who transferred from here to Stanford. There
were people who transferred from Stanford here. And there were
also people who finished up here and got instructorships at
Stanford. And that was another way I got to know people there.

Were there joint seminars?

No, there were no joint seminars that I can recall. Just personal
contact.

The professors would have a group of you for a meal, and then have

somebody from Stanford come over?

That was a possibility. Yes. And professors did that in those

days. They did invite us to their homes for a hamburger or

[laughs] whatever.

Beer and potato chips and that kind of thing.

Sure.

Did that make you uncomfortable to begin with, having felt--?

Not at all. No, just the opposite. It was a great experience for
me. I enjoyed it very much, looked forward to it. I wished I'd

experienced it earlier. I was listening to professors- -but maybe
I can get back to that. Go ahead, we'll finish with I House.
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Lovaltv Oath Controversy. 1949-50

Rice: I didn't list all the professors that I thought had a very good
influence on me. The beer and potato chips reminded me of Earl

Rolph, who I think is still around. He is the only one I think,
that is still alive. And I think Earl is still associated with
the department emeritus. And Howard Ellis.

Morris: Was he somebody special?

Rice: Not special, but encouraging. Here is somebody who was special:
William Fellner. He left Berkeley while I was here, and
transferred to Yale .

Morris: He didn't leave in the loyalty oath trouble, did he?

Rice: He left during the loyalty oath. He was one of the few people in
the economics department who left in disgust about the loyalty
oath controversy. And he was not a liberal by any means. He was
a very conservative economist. He was European-born. He went to

Yale, and stayed at Yale. When he retired at Yale, he came to

Washington, and he was one of the members of President Ford's
Council of Economic Advisors.

Morris: T thought I had heard that name before.

Rice: He died just recently in Washington. We had reestablished contact
and used to see a great deal of each other. Indeed, he was one of
the consultants of the Federal Reserve Board.

Morris: You said he was disgusted by the loyalty oath? Did he feel that
the public governmental authorities shouldn't have any say in

academic governance?

Rice: I think he felt that, but he felt even more that it was

irresponsible to divide a university on an issue like that. And
it was terribly divisive, you know. It upset a lot of

relationships, and a lot of structures in departments. For

example, in the economics department, the whole succession of the

chairmanship of the department was upset. Indeed, Clark Kerr, had
there been no loyalty oath controversy, Clark Kerr never would
have been chancellor of the university. Never.

Morris: Because he was out of the line of succession?

Rice: He was out of the line of succession; nobody ever thought of him
as being presidential material. I'm serious! It is just true
that he was never thought of as presidential timber. He came to
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Morris:

Rice:

the attention of the people who had influence as a result of the

loyalty oath controversy. He was, of course, an industrial
relations economist, a great mediator. He came forward as the

person who tried to mediate in this controversy between various
factions. In the process, he came to the attention of some of the

people, I think, in Sacramento --or the regents and the people
pushing this . They then concluded that he was the kind of
academic that they could do business with. And they selected him
over other people who had been thought of as--

Yes, who had, maybe, more seniority.

Well, who had been thought of as having more administrative

promise --as being more presidential. I hate to say this, but it

was generally thought that a man named Malcolm Davisson who had
been up until that time --until the time of the loyalty oath

controversy- -had been chairman of the department. The general
expectation, if not assumption, was that he was going to move up
to--

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

--to be the chancellor or president?

Yes, that was certainly possible that he was going to be
chancellor- -probably the next chancellor. He had been kind of

groomed for that, you know. Do you know if he is still alive? Do

you know if he is around?

Clark Kerr still is around, and so is Malcolm Davisson; Davidson
is now professor emeritus.

He was thought of as the man who was up and coming. And he was

going to follow the path that Kerr followed. I am not saying that
Kerr was not a- -this is not my judgment. This was just the

feeling of the time. The point that I was trying to make was that
Fellner felt that it was irresponsible to allow this kind of
divisiveness to occur and cause such fission in the university.
He just didn't want to work with this kind of environment.

I can see that it would be very troubling.

And luckily, he didn't have to. He got a better job at Yale. He
became Sterling professor at Yale.

Was the thinking that Robert Gordon Sproul would not last; that he
would be departing as--?

No, he was getting to retirement age. That was all.

retire. As I recall, he was not fired.
And he did
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Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

He had been a fixture around here for so long that I don't know
that you would fire him.

I was not aware of any strong move to get rid of him. It is just
that (I may be hazy on this) he had been around long enough and
wanted to leave. Kerr, of course, did not replace him. I think

they created a new position called chancellor. Up until Sproul's
time there had just been the president. They did not want to make
Kerr president; so they created a new position called a

chancellor, which I think is somewhat below the president. Later,
Kerr became president.

We are collecting Robert Gordon Sproul stories too. I don't know
whether he would have been terribly visible to graduate students.

Oh, he was visible,
but he was visible.

Oh, sure. It was hard to get access to him,

Did you get involved in student activities and wish to call upon
the president for--?

No, I never had occasion to call upon the president. But I heard
stories of people who did.

From the faculty, or student organizations?

Students .

Were there questions of student government that were of concern to

your generation of students?

Not that I recall. Just the loyalty oath controversy. That was
the only thing I recall that students really- -that graduate
students got involved in. Graduate students tended to side with
the faculty- -the part of the faculty that was opposed. And that

is the only thing that I can remember .

It was very bitter.

Terribly.

Were you a teaching assistant by then? Did that begin, sort of,
as soon as you came to the campus?

No, I didn't get to be a teaching assistant until a couple of

years after I got here.

Morris: How did you find that experience?
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Rice: I enjoyed it. The only thing I did not like was correcting the

papers .

Morris: Did you have an assistant to do that?

Rice: No, I had to do that myself. We had to teach, as I recall --we had
to teach six hours a week and correct the papers of the students
in our section.

Morris: That is a fairly heavy load if you were by then into your
dissertation.

Rice: Yes. All I can say is, "Yes."

Morris: But you did it. Do they give you any orientation, or are you just
presented with a classroom of students to teach?

Rice: You are just presented with a classroom of students. You are

assigned a classroom of students. You are assigned a list of

students, and a classroom, and you go in there and teach. I

enjoyed that. It was again a very broadening influence.

Social Openness: Employment Difficulties

Rice: I did not get a chance to say this when we were talking about

Berkeley, about the university here, but it was my first

experience where I felt almost free. There was a tremendous

openness around in those days. It is no longer true, but people
did not lock their doors. People used to pick up strangers. No
one hesitated to pick up a hitch-hiker. There was an atmosphere
in which people tended to respond to other people as individuals.,
just generally speaking, especially in and around the university.
And that was the first experience of that kind I'd ever had. It
was the first living experience- -extended over time- -where I did
not feel the constant pressure of being black. And the first time
I had the experience of people relating to me, not so much as a

black person, but as another person, was here.

Morris: As another person interested in the same things.

Rice: Right.

Morris: Previously to that, was your sense that people- -was it a question
of eye contact, or lack of eye contact, or just that they didn't

speak to you or speak at you?
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Rice: No, it was not a matter of eye contact. It was a matter of having
certain preconceptions about all black people. Since you are one
of them, the relationship is limited to what you think, what the
white person thinks is possible- -what kind of relationship it is

possible to have with a black person. That is really what you
mean by prejudice. You have already prejudged what you are going
to experience. You already made up your mind in advance what kind
of person you are going to be dealing with because of the color of
his skin or some other characteristic. You can have all kinds of
bases for prejudice, but this is how it works out. This is the

way it works in its worst form. Anybody who physically conforms
to certain characteristics, you then assign certain attributes to

the person. Once you do that, you have already structured the

relationship. You have set its limitations and possibilities.
And that is the way it always was with me. And, I think, with all
black people in their relationships with white people.

As I was saying, the first time I had experienced anything
different from that was here. Therefore, it was again terribly
broadening, and a developing experience. That is in part what I

House was .

Morris: So, at that point, did you look for any activities particularly
related to black students?

Rice: No. Again we were widely dispersed. And things were so easy
around here that there was nothing pushing us together. There was
no reason to organize. As far as I recall, there was no black
club. I knew a number of black students--! didn't know them all,
but I knew a number of them. You know, we knew each other, but we
didn't organize. There was not reason to.

Morris: Could you put a number figure on how many black students there

might have been at--?

Rice: I couldn't guess. I really couldn't guess. That is how it was.

Morris: A few people we have talked to were students in the thirties. And

they remember fifteen or twenty black students all together. But

that was at a time when the whole campus was half the size it was
when you were here .

Rice: I'm sorry, twenty or thirty? Say that again?

Morris: Fifteen or twenty students in the 1930s who were black. And the

campus would have been probably like eight thousand or nine
thousand students.

Rice: What sort of estimates do you get for the late 1940s and early
1950s?





Morris: The only other estimate I have is the early 1960s. At that point
there was a count, and it was like 220 black students, which was
less than 2 percent of the student population.

Rice: Is that right?

Morris: Yes. When U.C. first started the Educational Opportunity Program,
they did do counts .

Rice: I am surprised. I would have thought that there would have been

many more .

Morris: I think we all did too.

Rice: I wouldn't be surprised if you didn't have two hundred around when
I was here .

Morris: That is useful.

Rice: I was always seeing somebody I had never seen before.

Morris: The number sort of leveled off. Then the first year of the

Educational Opportunity Program, they recruited 140 students, so

that that year the population went up 60 percent. It went up from
220 to close to 400.

Rice: I don't want to give the wrong impression. I don't want to give
the impression that there were no racial problems around at the

time. There were some off campus. There were some restaurants
around where black students were not welcome. While things were

relatively open socially as compared to the East, there was more

difficulty with respect to employment. That was one of the

ironies. It was much harder to get a job on the West Coast than

it was to get a job on the East Coast.

When I left, it was possible for a black person to get a job
teaching at a major university in the East. And I went to Cornell
for a year and stayed for six. But I could not get a job at San
Francisco State or at the University of San Francisco. I could
not get a job at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.
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Assemblman Bron Rumford: Fair Emloment

Morris: Was it a matter of needing well -trained people?

Rice: No, it was not the latter. It was more a matter of public policy
in the employment area- -changing faster in the East than out here.
There was very great reluctance to pass laws out here governing
fair employment. When I was a graduate student there were great
debates over years- -long years --over fair employment practices.
Most people were saying, "No--"

Morris: 1959.

Rice: Yes, it finally got passed in 1959. Well, by that time New York
State and a lot of other eastern states had passed such laws two
or three years .

Morris : Did you get acquainted at all with Byron Rumford?

Rice: Yes, Byron was on campus at the time. Byron was taking courses in

political science.

Morris: After he got his pharmacy degree?

Rice: Right.

Morris: He was taking those courses in political science while he was in

the legislature?
1

Rice: Yes. While he was in the legislature; while he was running the

drug store. Sure.

Morris: He is not very well.

Rice: I didn't know that.

Morris: If you were close enough to him to want to give him a call; it

might really- -

Rice: I'll do that.

Morris: He has lost a lot of weight; he is not the robust Byron that he

has been.

Rice: Oh, I am sorry to hear that.

Morris: Was Byron kind of a person that people gravitated to?

^Rumford was elected to the state assembly in 1948.
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Morris ;

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris

Rice:

Rice: He was a kind of father-advisor. When you had a problem, you went
to Byron. This was because he gave out good advice. Seriously.
And he was of course older than the rest of us. So we kind of

looked up to him, and went to him whenever we wanted to.

Did he try and recruit you to be helpful in some of his--?

No, he never tried to recruit me.

It was a long process.

Yes.

There were committees and activities, first in employment, then in

housing, and then, in education- -one right after the other.

While I was at I House, I made a speech to a student group there.

It was on fair employment practices, and the need to do this. I

hate to call it a speech because it makes it seem too important.
It was not. It was a talk to a group of students- -a kind of club-

-a kind of debating club- -in I House. And indeed, it was a debate

with some white American students taking the position that we

don't need fair employment. I know how that sounds now, but back

then, it was pretty- -

I took the radical position that we needed to have these

kinds of laws
,
which was from the point of view of some people way

out of positior. It appeared that I angered the director of I

House who, at that time, was a man named [Allen C.] Blaisdell. He

did not like it, I know that, because he spoke to me at one of the

meals. We used to have open seating in the dining room. And

anybody could come sit by anybody they wanted to.

Shortly after that, Blaisdell made it a point to sit by me at

one of the meals. And he did that to make the point that he

thought I was wrong, dead wrong, and should not be making
statements like that to foreigners who might not understand.

Of course, I did not agree with him. But I did not realize

how really incensed he was until the first time I was appointed to

a high level government position and had the full field F.B.I.

[Federal Bureau of Investigation] investigation. He reported this

to the F.B.I.

Morris: Really? He remembered it all that time.

Rice: He remembered it; that's the thing that got me. It did not do me

any harm. It wasn't seen as all that derogatory by the F.B.I., or

they wouldn't have mentioned it to me. But they asked me if I

knew Blaisdell, and what did I think of his assessment of--

because he had said something about my having made an indiscreet

speech. I was shocked by the fact that he remembered. I did not

realize that- -this was at least fifteen years.
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Morris: Do you remember a couple named Ernestine and John Green who- -a

couple of people have recalled that they worked with I House and
were very helpful to black students. They could not remember
whether it was as late in the 1940s or whether it was earlier.

Rice: I do not remember those names.
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FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP IN INDIA; ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STUDIES,
1951-1952

Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

It is a quarter past twelve,
now?

Is your friend going to be out there

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

At 12:30 p.m. I can go on for another ten minutes.

Okay. I'm not sure which came first: Your going on a Fulbright
fellowship, or deciding on doing a study of capital development in
India for your dissertation. I have you on the Fulbright in 1951
and 1952.

I had decided that I was going to do my dissertation on India.
And the Fulbright came along at just the right time, so that I

could go there and do the research.

What was it about India? How did you settle on--

I met some Indian students when I was in I House. I got to know
some. And as a result, learned some things about India. As a

result of learning something about India, getting interested in

the economy, because right after their independence, they made a

conscious decision to develop their economy within the framework
of what they call a mixed economy. While we had mixed economies
in Europe: in Sweden and Norway and Denmark, I believe, nobody
called them that. And presumably, the Indians meant something
different. By making so much of the mixed economy, they somehow

proposed to combine a large public sector with a large private
sector and make them harmonize and so forth. And I wanted to see

how they proposed to do this --the kind of results that they were

planning for. They were the first developing country to have a

five-year development plan. [pause]

The thing that I was trying to remember was it was in the

late forties that this whole business of the economic development
in the developing countries struck the economics profession.
Before 1947, 1948, there was no branch or area of economics that

paid special attention to problems of economic development.
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Morris: They had always been colonial problems of developed countries?

Rice: Yes, that is one way to look at it. They were ignored for the
most part. They were seen as extensions- -economic extensions- -of
the colonial power.

Suddenly, there was this whole notion of economic development
and the belief that it was possible. There was the optimistic
view that it would yield to scientific inquiry, the problem would

yield! The economics profession accommodated this --the research
that was going on at the time and the interest, by developing a
field called the economic development of under-developed
countries. Scores and scores of books are out on this subject and
on different countries, but also on the theory of economic

development.

Morris: Were there people that we mentioned here this morning who were
connected to this area?

Rice: Connected in this area? Brady was interested to some degree. M.

M. Knight was interested, very interested in this area. That is

how I happened to get interested- -through M. M.

Morris: That is what he was called around campus?

Rice: Right. M. M. Norman Buchanan was the man, who taught the economic

development course.

Morris: So, you were kind of trailblazers .

Rice: Yes.

Morris: Were there other people in your years as a graduate student who
were working in this area?

Rice: Yes. There were a number of other people- -a fellow named John

Dalton, who had a career with the United Nations economic
commission for Africa. He did the pioneering- -original work, for

an American- -on Ghana. And that was his dissertation.

And there were others, whom I cannot think of right now.

There was a young lady who later became famous. Her name slips
me

,
even though she is famous .

Morris: But distant. Were women sort of odd people to find in the

graduate school?
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Rice: No, there were several. When I say several, there were at least a

half dozen. There was hardly a class in which you would not find
one or two women.

Morris: Were the students that you met from India also studying in the

field of economics?

Rice: No, none of them were. They were all in the technical sciences:

engineering, physics, or biology, or something. They were not in

economics .

Morris: And therefore, just as people who lived in the country, what they
could tell you caught your interest.

Rice: Yes.

Morris: You must have been one of the first Fulbright scholars, too?

Didn't that program- -

Rice: Yes. I think it had been in operation something like two years.

Morris: A couple of years. Yes.

Rice: Maybe less. I would guess two years.

Morris: Did you just fill out a form and they sent you back the check and

said, "Off you go?"

Rice: No, it was much more complicated than that. It was really pretty
competitive. There were a lot of forms to fill out in the first

place, and a lot of explaining to do as to why you wanted to go to

India.

Morris: They did not think anybody would have any reason to go to India?

Rice: No, it was just routine.

Morris: You were interviewed, in other words.

Rice: You are interviewed, and everybody who applies for Fulbright

fellowship has to go through this process ,
no matter what country

you were going to. So, it was not the country; it was the

process .

Then you had to get together letters of recommendation from

your professors. And they counted a lot. I think they weighed
those probably more heavily than anything else. Also, the topic
of your research, what you wanted to study was considered. The

applications went back to New York to some commission or committee
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Morris:

Rice:

and they went over all these applications, of which there must
have been thousands- -not for India, but for the whole thing.

I guess each country had its own sub-group that did the
selection. But I am only guessing. At any rate, after all this
evaluation and stuff, they told you whether you were accepted.

Were Gandhi's ideas there of interest to you at all?

purely the professional--?

Or was it

No
,

it was the problem and the fix that the Indians found
themselves in the economic fix that they were in- -the economic

problem that they had to solve, I'll put it that way, which they
had been trying to solve, with which they were faced at the time.
The Indians were very optimistic. At that time they felt once

they got their independence they could run their own economy.
They could solve a lot of the problems that they had suffered
with. So they were facing new problems, and they had preconceived
ideas as to how to approach the thing. The Indian economists had
debated the issues publicly and in the press and in academic
literature before independence. There was a kind of consensus

among the Indian economists as to what they wanted to do. And

surely enough, when independence came there were several plans --

economic development plans --that had been worked out and were

presented to the government, were available to the government to

pick and choose from.

The economic problem that India presented was the thing that

fascinated me. I had no particular fascination for Gandhi at

first, but I developed one after having lived there. When I came
back from India I started to read Gandhi. [chuckles]

Morris: You found his ideas prevalent in the parts of India you were in?

Rice: I found- -the short answer to your question is "yes." But I found
that the Indian outlook on life was so foreign to me and so

difficult for me to comprehend that I resorted to Gandhi to help
me understand this outlook. And surely, he did.

Morris: When you say the outlook was different. Do you mean in the

economic sense or--?

Rice: No, the attitude toward life, the philosophical outlook, and what
this results in in the way of lifestyle, what you will tolerate
and what you won't tolerate.

Morris: They had put up with, for centuries, a very miserable lifestyle,
many of them- -most of them.
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Rice: Yes, and the caste system. I was just fascinated by the caste

system. Funny, people do not talk about that much nowadays.

Morris: In India?

Rice: In India.

Morris: Didn't they officially abolish--?

Rice: They only officially abolished the Untouchables.

Morris: But they are still untouchable.

Rice: No no, that is only part of the caste system. And they're still
Untouchables to orthodox Hindus. I mean you cannot stop orthodox
Hindus from considering Untouchables untouchable just by passing a

law, any more than you could pass a law prohibiting Christians
from believing in the resurrection. That's a far-out analogy, but

people believe what they believe.

The Indian constitution outlaws untouchability . You cannot
discriminate against people because they are untouchables. That,
I think, works. They did not have to include that in the

constitution; they did it voluntarily because the majority of the

Hindus believe that this is not a good thing.

They are just at the bottom. There are literally tens and
tens of caste gradations within the system.

Morris: I knew there were more. I did not realize there were that many.

Rice: Oh, yes. There are four major castes. But within each of the

four there are numerous gradations. I was just fascinated by
certain aspects of Indian life and outlook. As I said, I did not
understand certain ways of looking at things. I got some insights
from reading Gandhi.

Morris: In doing the work for your dissertation, were you out traveling
around the country, or were you primarily looking at statistics?

Rice: I was primarily in Bombay. But I did travel all around India. I

picked up some of the material I needed in the process of travel,

although I did not know I was going to be able to do it. I did

not travel in order to do that. It was an incidental result of
some of my travels.

Morris: In the credits to your dissertation, it looks like you had access

to the top planning people in the country and some of the top
business leaders.
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Rice: I did.

Morris: That is a great asset. How did you arrange those kind of--?

Rice: The director of the School of Economics and Sociology at the

University of Bombay put me in touch with some officials at the
central bank of India, the Reserve Bank of India it was called.
And these officials whom I got to know put me in touch with

anybody I wanted to see .

But they themselves were the most valuable.

Morris: The officials at the central bank?

Rice: Yes. They helped me in a lot of ways: they helped me to get data;
and they were there to talk with if I ran into difficulty.

Morris: Were you posing questions that they were trying to resolve
themselves?

Rice: No, not at the Reserve Bank. Like all other central bankers, they
were focusing on their own problems, that is monitoring policy and

trying to run the central bank. Planning commission people were

looking at the kinds of problems that I was looking at. They were
in New Delhi.

Morris: Were you able to help them, do some work for them?

Rice: No, I did not do any work for them. They did not need me; they
had their own large staff.

Morris: Well, I was thinking of the intern kind of function that has
become common in this country- -whether Fulbright fellows performed
it-

Rice: No, Fulbright fellows didn't--! do not think they worked in the

government. I worked in the Reserve Bank of India. But again,
there is a mythology there as here that the Reserve Bank is

somehow significantly separate from the rest of the government. I

am absolutely positive that it would be unthinkable to have a

foreign student working in the planning ministry in India, or any
other country for that matter.

I would find it unthinkable that a foreign student would be

allowed to work in our Office of Management and Budget. But we
would let a foreign student work in the Federal Reserve.

Morris: Because the subject matter at OMB is so sensitive?
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Rice: Because the subject matter is so sensitive.

Morris: I see.

Rice: And the same thing would be true in India or any other foreign
country .

Morris: It is about 12:30 p.m. right now. If we can stop and take a
break.
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VI FIREFIGHTER IN BERKELEY; COMPLETING THE PH.D.

Integrating the Fire Department^/

Morris: You were a fireman at one point in Berkeley?

Rice: That is right- -exactly right. I was a fireman for two years, bona
fide. And that was the best job I could get at the time. I was

glad to get the job. I started out as a line fireman.

Morris: Carrying a hose?

Rice: Carrying the hose and so forth, and going into smoky buildings.
And then I became a fire alarm operator. That is I worked in the

headquarters and pushed the buttons and transmitted the signals
and allocated the equipment ard so forth. That's because --the

chief knew that I was taking some courses at the university. So

he might well have decided that I could study while minding the

alarm room.

Morris: Nowadays it is quite a competitive proposition to become a

firefighter.

Rice: It was then. The physical was kind of tough. The athletic

obstacle courses they built for you- -the climbing, the running- -

well, the physical test and the athletic prowess tests were

difficult. You had to take a mental test, too, but that was not

too hard. The hard part was the physical.

I am sure there were other things I could have done. But it

seemed to me- -well, first thing, I had always wanted to be a

fireman, ever since I was a little kid. So I fulfilled one of my

boyhood dreams. I never wanted to be a fireman forever, you know.

But I wanted the experience of putting out fires when I was a kid.

And it seemed like something I could do and, at the same time,
continue studying. So I got the job.
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Morris: Had somebody told you that there were openings in the fire

department?

Rice: Yes, whenever they add to the list [civil service list of jobs]

they have to announce it. So there were notices in the newspaper
and a lot of word- of-mouth, and they announced the day of the

examination. So I just went down and took it.

Morris: Were there other graduate students applying for those jobs too?

Rice: Two graduate students came after I got on the job. When I came on

board I was the only graduate student. There were a couple of

college graduates- -when I say "a couple" I mean there might have
been three or four- -on the force. But there were not graduate
students, that is, people who were taking courses or planning to

take courses or studying to take courses, when I came on, first.

While I was there, during that two-year period, two graduate
students came on. One was a fellow of Japanese ancestry who later

joined the foreign service and had a very successful career in the

foreign service. He retired from the foreign service about five

years ago in Washington. I see him occasionally. We worked

together.

Morris: Really, what is his name?

Rice: His name was Yukio Kamamoto. And there was another fellow whose

name was [Warren?] D'Azevedo. I do not remember his first name,
but' his last name was D'Azevedo. He was a graduate student in

anthropology.

Morris: That is a pretty high-class fire department [both laugh]. Were

there other black applicants when you were taking the civil

service exam?

Rice: Yes, I do not remember whether he came on at the same time I did

or came on shortly after. But there was one other black member of

the fire department during the time I was there.

Morris : Who was the chief?

Rice: His name was Meinheit.

Morris: I know him.

Rice: I am surprised that he is still alive. Maybe it is his son.

IA May 1990 article on I House's sixtieth anniversary reports that

residents "pushed for integration of the Berkeley Fire Department and U.C.

campus fraternities." See Appendix.
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Morris: Meinheit, Sr. is not still alive but we used to live across from
his son who was also a firefighter.

Rice: Right. He is probably a chief; retired chief now, probably.

Morris: Yes, he is probably retired.

Walter Gordon would have been through the police department
and off into other things by then.

Rice: Yes, that is right. That is exactly right because he was around,
I think. I do not remember what doing.

Morris : He might have been on the state Adult Authority at that point?

Rice: He might well have been.

Morris: Was Walter Gordon a mentor, somebody you go to for advice?

Rice: No, I mainly knew of him. I might have met him once or twice, but
I mainly knew of him. I knew other people who knew him.

Morris: That is kind of a digression, but I think it is an important one.

I meant to ask you earlier about both, firefighting while being a

graduate student and also being the one to integrate the fire

department .

Rice : How did you find out I integrated the fire department?

Morris : You said you and one other were the only blacks in the department
at that point.

Rice: Yes, I was the first. The second fellow did come after me. Quite
a bit was made of it when I first joined.

Morris: Firefighters can be kind of clubby. Did they make you feel

welcome, or did you have to--?

Rice: They did not make me feel particularly welcome, but they also did
not freeze me out. That is, they talked to me. They were not

happy that this barrier had been broken, and it was a big thing.
It was not easy for the chief to do, but he wanted to do it. I do

not know if there was any pressure on him to move at that

particular time or not, but he wanted to do it.

Morris: That is an interesting point, but it was not until the early
sixties that the city council, as a matter of policy, established
a concern for employment of negroes in the city employment.

Rice: Is that right?
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So quite a bit was made of it, and as I said, the men in the

department (it was a pretty big department then, we had nine

firehouses) - -some of us rotated, you know- -the new men rotated
from firehouse to firehouse

;
the more seniority you had the more

permanence you had in one place --there was some resentment that

this barrier had been broken down. But I have to say that nobody
really took it out on me personally. They did not like the idea

of having to have blacks in the department, because firemen live a

fairly intimate kind of existence. They spend a lot of time

together; they sleep in the same room and so forth, use the same

facilities.

They would just as soon not have any black people to be

bothered with. But as I said, they did not take it out on me

personally. They seemed to take the view that it was not my fault

[laughs]. After all, they could not blame me for trying to get a

better job.

Were you doing it in order to integrate the fire department, or

were you primarily concerned with--?

I was primarily concerned with getting a job, really. If I could

do some good in the process, so much the better. That was not my

primary motivation. I never saw myself as a world savior, you
know; to take advantage of every opportunity to--

To make a philosophical point.

Right. If I could do it in the ordinary course of business, I was

happy--! am always glad to try to make things better, in the

ordinary course of business.

Morris: That is a good working principle.

More on Developing Countries

Morris: Where we left off before lunch was --you were in India working on

your research for your dissertation. I wondered if at that point,

you were thinking of your subject in the Indian economy as having
relevance to the economy of the United States.

Rice: No, I did not see any special relevance. The main thing was to

try to get some insight into the nature of the economic

development process in a country like India- -a developing country -

-and hopefully to see if this had any relevance for other
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developing countries: first, in Asia, then, in Africa and Latin
America.

What could be learned in India was relevant. It seemed to me
that I picked the toughest one of all.

Morris: The toughest economy.

Rice: Right. The toughest society, actually.

Morris: And also, certainly, one of the larger societies, with massive
economic situations to deal with.

Rice: And with a huge population problem to start with, which was a huge
drag, to begin with.

Morris: How much of the plans that were developed for the independent
India, how much did they relate to the pre-existing economic
situation?

Rice: They related fairly directly. They started with the existing
economic structure and tried to answer the question of what first

steps you take to move toward improving productivity and

agriculture and toward industrialization. So they had their eyes
on the right kinds of problems. It is just that they were
overwhelmed by other, larger problems like population growth, like
the capacity to train people properly. Those things do not lend
themselves to easy discussion and planning documents. But you
have got to overcome some of these practical problems of how do

you create a skilled work force, how do you develop the work

ethic, or a sense of responsibility in workers; so that they will
do the best they can, be less wasteful, that they will try to

improve their efficiency, and they will make an effort to improve
their own productivity.

Morris : And it would also require moving numbers of them from primarily an

agricultural kind of a setting into more technical work.

Rice: Yes.

Morris: From this vantage point, forty years later, it looks like those
were problems then that the United States is dealing with now.

Things like large unemployment, continuing inflation. Did it seem
like there were similarities at the time?

Rice: No, the problems of a developing country, especially like India,
are very different in nature from problems in a mature industrial

economy like ours. Some of our problems relate to the nature of
our industrialization; the fact that some of our industries have
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Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

become mature- -the smokestack industries now are costly to operate
as against some of the new plants that are being put up in

developing countries more efficiently, and where they can produce
more efficiently. The Japanese and the Koreans and Taiwanese can

produce steel cheaper than we can.

Our smokestack industries, in some cases, are over-mature,

you see. So it is a different kind of a problem from trying to

develop the skilled work force with self discipline and so forth,
as the Chinese and Koreans have apparently done . The Indians have
made a good deal of progress in the last thirty years.

Did you find when you were in India that the political debates

going on had an influence on the economic decisions that were
made?

[pause] I do not think so. I do not recall much about the

politics actually. My general recollection is that most of the

center to left-leaning political parties were agreed on the basic
economic approach to the economy and that the first five-year plan
that was developed was basic --had commanded multi -partisan
support. That is just my impression.

The government was a kind of coalition government anyway.
There were differences in political philosophy between the prime
minister, who I think at that time was Nehru- -

Yes.

--Between the prime minister and some of his ministers,

was such a dominating figure that these did not emerge.

He could exert enough leadership to bring it together.

Right.

But he

Dissertation Presentation

Morris: How much of a role did your dissertation committee play then in

how you went about writing all this up and presenting it? There

was a professor Choh-Ming Li. Had you studied with him or was he

appointed from outside?

Rice: No, I had not studied with him although he was here. He just was

not teaching any courses that I wanted to take. My first chairman

was Norman Buchanan. As I said, he was the man who was
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specializing in economic development work and had written a book
in that area. Norman left on sabbatical to go to the Rockefeller
Foundation. And he never came back. He stayed at the Rockefeller
Foundation.

Morris: I see. That removes him from the university.

Rice: So I had to get another chairman, and the only other man that was
in this area- -that had written in this area of economic

development and also knew something about Asia and developing
countries because he came from China- -was Choh-Ming Li. He was
Chinese. He had come from China and he was a good scholar. So he
took over as my chairman.

But that was after I came back from India. Professor
Buchanan helped me a lot. He worked with me --we worked through
the thing chapter by chapter. When I finished a chapter, he would
look at it and tell me what he thought about it.

I remember his comment on one of my earlier chapters on
taxation. His comment was, "Good stuff, but dry as hell." [both

laugh]

Morris: That is interesting because reading it now, I found a few chuckles
in it. You developed a knack for suggesting the irony of some
situations without coming out and saying these people really seem
to have the cart in front of the horse. Does anybody write in an

interesting, dramatic form about tax policy?

Rice: I could not figure out how to do it. I took his comments very
seriously and I tried to liven it up. But you are talking about
someone else's tax system and it is deadly serious stuff and it is

not the kind of thing it is easy to poke fun at.

Morris: Yes, did you find the committee was supportive and sympathetic
when you went to defend yourself in your orals?

Rice: Supportive? It is a confrontational situation. Even if the

committee is basically sympathetic to you and want you to get

through and hope you will get through, it is basically
confrontational. They are trying to satisfy themselves that you
really know what you are talking about and that this is a

creditable piece of work. You have to defend this. They have to

ask good questions and you have to try to answer them. The

situation is itself, as I said, confrontational.

While they may not want to sink you they may inadvertently
sink you, even if they do not want to; but normally they are not

concerned. They just want to be sure that you are good enough.
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Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris:

Rice:

Morris :

Rice:

Morris:

That is what they are out to find out and you are out to show them
that you are. They might be sympathetic, but they would not show
it. Supportive, it is not the kind of situation in which you can
be supportive.

But you came through it with flying colors?

I came through feeling that I had made it. When I went outside to
await the verdict I felt good; I felt that I was probably going to

get by.

That is a good feeling- -to have sufficient control of the
material.

No one can be absolutely sure. Everybody is nervous until they
get the nod- -until the guy comes up and calls you "Doctor."

That is a nice way to do it. Did your ideas change at all in- -it
looks like the dissertation writing, itself--you finished while

you were at Cornell?

Yes.

Did your ideas change at all in being back in this country for a

couple of years?

I do noL think so. You have to keep in mind now that we are

talking a long time ago and I do not remember much. I have not
read that thing in thirty years.

It reads very well. For somebody who does not know much about
India but finds it an interesting part of the international

economy- -

Rice: That is very nice to hear. I will have to look at it again,

really do not remember much about it. I can not.
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VII COMPETITION AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE PROFESSIONAL WORLD

Teaching at Cornell: Government Employment Policies

Morris: When you went to Cornell were you teaching economic development or

underdevelopment?

Rice: No, I taught money and banking and corporation finance all the
time. I only had one non- finance course the whole time I was
there .

Morris: Were you planning at that point to make a career in academia or

were you hoping to move into consulting or--?

Rice: No, I was hoping to make a career in academia. That is all that
was available at the tine. There were no career opportunities in

industry and in government. At that time the government
departments were not taking blacks in professional positions. I

could not have worked in the treasury at that time. I could not
have worked at the Federal Reserve. All those places had policies
barring black people.

Even though there was beginning to be some fair employment
legislation at the--?

It was not national. It was just in various states. But it was
not national. The government had no fair employment laws.

Government agencies were still free to discriminate and they did.

I spent a summer at the Federal Reserve in 1957. There were no

black professional people on the Federal Reserve staff. There
were none as a matter of policy. Even though I was there during
the summer --

Morris: Consulting or doing some research?

Rice: I was there during research. I was on a special social science

grant. Even though I could do that, I could not have been a

member of the permanent staff.

Morris:

Rice:
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Morris: Is specific policy or is it the unwritten policy?

Rice: It was unwritten, but it was clear. Yes.

Morris: Was this a federal social service grant from one of the government
agencies?

Rice: No, it was a Social Science Research Council grant.

Morris: But you had no problems doing your research there?

Rice: No, because it was understood I was a visitor.

Morris: As you went along with your own professional career, did you find

you were becoming more interested in being more active in moving
the cause of employment in professional positions for blacks--?

Rice: Oh yes. I had a personal interest in that. That was the ordinary
course of business.

Morris: In terms of one's own career motivations. You know what I would
like to end up with today is sort of a philosophical thing. Black

Enterprise magazine interviewed you in 1979- -you commented that in

your experience, "It is always better to act, to work and to

perform as if there was no such thing as discrimination." 1

I am

wondering how and at what point you developed that personal
philosophy.

Rice: That is a good question.

Morris: Or if five years later you feel a little different about it?

Rice: No, I do not. I still believe that that is the way to go about

doing things. I cannot pinpoint when I reached that conclusion.
I think it was a view that just gradually evolved. I guess it

just gradually evolved.

If

Rice: It was not an idea that came full-blown to my head on one sunny
afternoon. It was something that gradually evolved. I had been

struggling with this problem of how a black person performs in a

competitive world where there is a lot of prejudice and where

people try to have it both ways. That is, pretend that no

prejudice exists in a particular situation. But on the other

hand, expect black people to behave in a model way, because after

all, it is a privilege to be in this position, like Jackie

Robinson, etc. It is a privilege for you to have the opportunity

1 See Appendix C.
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to do this especially important job.
sense.

And you are unusual in that

For example 1 was unusual as an assistant professor at
Cornell. There were not any other black assistant professors at
Cornell. And I suspect that certain people expected more of me
than other assistant professors or, if they did not expect more,

certainly looked at me harder and they were judging me more

constantly than, say, the other assistant professors. If I did

something outrageous, it would attract more attention than had
another assistant professor done the same thing.

In that kind of a situation, a situation in which people are

indicating a certain lack of prejudice, that is, being- -

Morris: They had given you this great position.

Rice: Well, yes. They have done something new. They have been more

forthcoming than others like them, which indicates less prejudice
or no prejudice. And on the other hand, at the same time, they
tend to judge you by somewhat different standards- -higher or

lower --as the case may be, but different.

I had struggled with this problem for a long time. What do

you do with it? Are you always a good boy? Do you always try to

be a model person so that nobody can say anything bad about you or

nobody can use you as an excuse to be prejudiced against other
black people. And I concluded that I am only one person. I am

only human, and I cannot carry the burdens of the world around on

my shoulder- -or not all of them- -and at the same time function.

So, I was just going to be myself, and I was not going to be

constantly worried and bugged and be on my p's and q's because

people expected me to. I just was not going to do that. If my

being black caused a problem it was not going to be to me; it was

going to be the other people.

Morris: The other side of that would be if the white colleagues looking at

you harder than they might somebody else, were people in the black

community also expecting you to speak out and bring other blacks

along with you?

Rice: I never had any clear, strong signal as to what the black

community expected of me. I still do not. I would assume they
want me to do a good job. They do not want me to bring discredit

upon them or to do anything that would make black people look bad.

I just assume that. I do not know why I assume that, but I do.

But beyond that, I do not get any message.
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Morris :

The message I get from what I read in Ebony and Black
Enterprise is that they are glad I am doing what I am doing. That
is all I get. By the way, I got a lot of comments. There were a
lot of hostile reactions to that remark you just quoted too. A
number of letters to Black Enterprise and I got some personal
letters from people setting me straight.

The article itself reads as if the person that wrote it felt more
activism was perhaps a good thing. It is interesting because you
do not often get an editorial opinion in an article.

Federal Reserve Board and Other Appointments

Rice: Yes, as I recall, he thought that I should see myself as the

representative of blacks on the Federal Reserve Board. And there
is no such job. There is no such opportunity. There is nothing
for people to do as a black- -

Morris: There is no black seat on the Federal Reserve Board, in other
words .

Rice: There might be a black seat in the sense that- -politicians agree
that there will always be one black person on the Federal Reserve
Board and there will always be one woman on the Federal Reserve
Board. I do not think that is true. I think President Reagan is

going to replace the woman who is retiring with a woman. If the

next president does that then we will come pretty close to having
a female seat.

The first female was appointed a little while before you were.

Right, but it was quite a long number of years between the time
the first black member served on the board and when I came along.
So there may not be a black seat even in that sense. What I meant
was there is nothing for a black person to do as a black person.
You cannot make monetary policy from a black point of view. There
is no black point of view in the formulation of monetary policy.
So this business of representing blacks on the Federal Reserve
Board is just not a relevant way to look at things. Everybody
represents everybody, you see.

Morris: There was another comment in the same discussion. You said, "If a

person did act from a point of view that there was discrimination,
that they would not be read when the door opens to a greater

opportunity- -jobs of greater responsibility and visibility.

Morris

Rice:

first person appointed to the board who was black was Andrew

Brimmer, who resigned in 1968. Dr. Rice was appointed in 1979, and served

until 1987.
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Rice :

Rice: I do not recall now exactly the context in which I said that, but

my recollection is that 1 was trying to suggest that carrying
around the consciousness of being black continuously is a

psychological burden, and that you cannot bring your best

performance to bear as long as you have this additional drag on

you. You have got something draining your energy and your
creative power. You have to free yourself of this in order to
work to your full potential. So you have to get rid of this so
that you will be able to compete fully. That is, I think, what I

had in mind.

Morris: That makes sense. And then, because of your experiences and your
training, you were ready when the federal government started

looking for blacks to bring into government. Yes? Was the World
Bank your first move from Cornell?

No, not at all. I moved to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
from Cornell. I was an economist on the staff of the bank. From
the New York bank, I went to the Central Bank of Nigeria. And
from the Central Bank of Nigeria I came back to the United States

Treasury. From the U.S. Treasury I was appointed to the World
Bank.

Morris: Had you had enough of academia?

Rice: By that time --by the time I went to the Treasury, I had. But I

had to make a very critical decision. When I went to the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, I went on sabbatical. I got a renewal,
and so I stayed there two years. I fully intended to go back to

Cornell. But then the opportunity to go to Nigeria came along.
And I had to make a very critical career decision as to whether I

was going back to Cornell and teach or whether I was going to

Nigeria. And I made the decision to go to Nigeria, which was in

effect a decision to leave academia. But when I made the

decision, it was not clear to me that that was what I was

deciding.

Morris: Few decisions are.

Rice: I kept telling myself, "Well, when you get back from Nigeria you
will go back into teaching, though probably not to Cornell."

Morris: When you went to Nigeria, there was no central bank? Is that

right?

Rice: There was a newly organized central bank. The central bank had

just been put together. It had just been built, actually.
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Morris: There was a building before there was a system.

Rice: Right. I mean a central bank existed in a corporate sense and in
a physical sense. But the building of the Central Bank, the

operation, took a period of years, as typically they do. You
cannot build a central bank operation in a couple of years.

Morris: I can dimly perceive that. That is why I think this would be a

good place to stop for today. I cannot ask you the questions that
students are going to want to know about ten years from now until
I have done a little more homework.

Transcriber: Ann Mclntosh
Final Typist: Elizabeth Kim
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Appendix A Emmett J. Rice, 1956

DISSERTATION

Soruu:.? AND USES OF CAPITAL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ix TUB PUBLIC SECTOR OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY,
1947-1952

Tin- il. 'liberate decision of the Government of India to implement the eeo-

I...MII- development of the country within the institutional framework of a

:;.; \.-.l eciiiiomy requires the public sector to play a crucial role in the process.

I: i* tin- object of this study to describe and analyze the operations of the

..;!. lie srftor of the Indian economy in its capacity as a pivotal force for

. , -i-anicic development during the first five years of independence.

I'ata obtained from the accounts of some seventy-five budget, documents of

r! . iVntral Government, and Part A and Part P. States, indicate the amounts

: :! p!irpo.-es of development expenditures as well as the means employed to

.-..-. jiiirr development funds. From these data, inference? are drawn as to cer-

t.iin 1 a~:c policy decisions relating to development in the public sector. The

. :V.i ;n y i'f the disposition of development funds is appraised and the effects

::' tin- method* of financing on economic stability are evaluated.

A:.: .Ivsi-i of the data suggests that development policy during the period

':.. 'V. <! increasing investment more than consumption, matt-rial investment

'.."i ifRvstiiunt in human beings, public win Us over other types of productive

.-!.! ivitv, and agriculture over industry. While the results obtained from eer-

!:,.n specific development projects have fallen short of expectations, the pat-

ii-ii tit
1

devi'opim-nt expenditures and the ]>olicy decision-, implied by
. ". wt'ie in general accord with expert opinion relating to development

]:-.::!.-. in* i'f underdeveloped countries.

li. raeh year of the five-year period the. public sector as a whole incurred

"ii ! -all'' deficits which were covered either by using "mi; efllnnoon* deposits''

"r 'hawing on a<'cumul;:ted cash balances. The analysis indicates that the

lii'ancial operations in the public sector contributed to the postwar inflation,

i

.-p.-i-ially in ilie first three years of the .period.

Ciipiiparisoii of the sources and uses of development funds from 1917-1048

In in.")! -1952 with a similar formulation under the current five-yt-.tr plan

rovt-als two shifts of emphasis: resources devoted to development of agrieul-

i lire have increased, and the relative importance of social services has declined.

Of interest is the fact that while in the period from 1947-1048 to 1951-195-'

i xj'enditures for development by all states combined were considerably

,-iv.itcr than those of the Central Government, under the current live- year

plan the development responsibilities of the Central Government, measured i;

liiiancial terms, are greater than those of the State?.
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aning in real terms. It is true that production targets

stated for certain commodities,^ but the means of ira-

;menting the attainment of the specific production targets

ss lacking. The "planned" increase in specific output is

result apparently from the way in which given amounts of

nds ara spent, not the result of having combined real re-

,urce3 in a particular manner.

The difficulties notwithstanding, the Indian planning

jthor'ties expect that by allowing per capita consumption to

ioe only very gradually in the first decade of planning, and

.y reinvesting 50 per cent of the increase in national income

;ach y^ar after 1955-S^j per capita national income will be

li

d by 1977 The projections and the assumptions on

,'.h!ch they are ba?-ed appear in Chart VI.

IV. The Progress of the Plan

Early in 195*1- the Planning Commission issued a report

covering the progress of the Plan over the first three years

11
of its operation* Although this report cannot be

70
For exarr.plo, production of foodgrains is expected

to increase by 7.6 million tons by 1955-5& as a result of
schemes of State Governments, which together are to account
''or 6 million tons, and supplementary schemes proposed by the

Planning Commission which are to provide an additional 1.6
Till lion tons. With regard to raw materials, the output of raw
cotton is to be pushed up from 2.97 million bales to

l\.
.22

million bales; raw jute from 330 million bales to 539
;ril?.ion bales; sugarcane from 56 million tons to 6.3 million
tonr and oilseeds from 5.1 to 55 million tons

^0 Ibid., PC 21.
kl Government of India, Planning Commission, Progress

;. t:v- Plan (New Delhi: Govt . of India "Press,
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jyjrjnarized here, some of 'the major Bchievemeht s and failures

nay be cited briefly.^
2

*

Agricultural output has Increased by nearly one-seventh

during the first three years under the Plan. The results ob

tained in foodgrains was especially favorable. The harvest

of cereals in 1953-51)- reached a high of 65.5 million tons

or h million tons more than the target for 1955-56. Much of

the increase, however, was attributed to a very favorable

rron3Oo?} Raw cotton and oilseed production also showed im

pressive rains. New land brought under irrigation for the

first time was on the order of 13 million acres, and the

Central True tor Organization has been able to reclaim 500,000

fic-res for cultivation,

Some expansion has taken place in the output of en-

r-:3 nnerinc-: and heavy chemicals industries as well as in loco-

rrotive.? and fertilizers. Cement production has risen by 50

per cent and the position of oil refineries is well on

schedule *.

On the other hand, results in a number of other areas

has been unsatisfactory. In three years the public authorities

had spent only two-fifths of planned development disburse

ments r The lag in scheduled expenditures has been traced to

Delayed deliveries of equipment, shortages of specialized

M-2 vor a brief but seemingly unjustifiably enthus-
.;rtir. suinmary of the report, see "India Forges Ahead,"
ronoraist, Vol. CLXXI1I, No. 5805, November 20, 1951;, p. 658
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skills, e:jd faulty project plans and estimates. Investment

h.3
in the private industrial sector was also behind schedule.

At the end of three years only lj.1 per cent of scheduled ex

penditure in this sector had been made. The manufacture of

motor vehicles and production of steel are notable examples

of poor performance in the private sector. Perhaps most

disappointing of all has been the negligible progress in the

growth of co-operative farming,, Failure in this area is

especially distressing since co-operative farms arc the

government's answer to the need to integrate small fragment

ed plots without resort to compulsive collectivization of

farms .

During the first three years of the Plan period the

Government of India has found it feasible to turn to deficit

financing to the extent of Rs . 1,190 million without disturb

ing effects on prices and stability.^ However, the problem

of finding the funds to finance the planned expenditure re

mains, for presumably, there is some amount short of the full

*W Representatives of each of the major industries in
the private sector, in consultation with the Planning Com-.
mission, have committed themselves to a program of expansion
requiring the investment of Rs . 2,330 million. See, Govern
ment of India, Planning Commission, Programmes of Industrial
Development 1951-56 (New Delhi: Govt. of India Press, 1952)
p. i| and Appendix II, pp. 8-10.

*W- Indeed prices have shown a halting downward trend.
The general index of wholesale prices indicates the following
averages: 1951-52, klk*b; 1952-53, 30.6; 1953-51+, 39^.6;
1955 (Kay), 36.0.6. [1939 "100] ;

See Report of Currency and Finance, 1952-53, P lij-7 1

and The Economic Weekly, Vol. VII, No. 21, May 21, 1955, p. 6l5 .
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uncovered planned outlay (R.s. 6,550 million) at which deficit

financing will begin to take its toll on the stability of

the economy.

It has been reported that "in the first three years of

India's five-year plan the national income increased by per

haps 13-ll| per cent -- three times as fast as the popula

tion."^-5 This is an astounding figure indeed, for it means

(if true) that India's national income is increasing at an

average annual rate between four and five per cent, an ex

tremely high rate for an advanced economy with a high rate

of saving, but an incredible rate for an under-developed

economy with a low rate of saving and investment. There

are reasons for believing this figure to te incorrect. In

the first place, on tho most optimistic assumptions of the

planning authorities -- thot the necessary development funds

would be obtained, that expenditure would proceed according

to schedule, and that this expenditure v-ould have the anti

cipated effect -- national income was' not expected to rise

more than 12 per cent over the period of the Plan or an average

of 2.1]. per cent per year. The Plan reads: "By. 1955-56* na

tional income, it is estimated, will have gone up to about

Rs . 10,000 crores, that is, by about 11 to 12 per cent above

the estimated level for 1950-5.1 ."^

Economist , op. cit .

1,6 The Plan, p . 21 .
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Secondly, the basis of the estimate is questionable

because the last year for which official estimates (those

made by the National Income Unit) are available is 1950-51-

When such surprising claims are made, at the very least the

source and methods of estimation should be clearly set forth.

Inasmuch as planned investment in both the public and private

sectors had lagged in the first three years, it seems most

unlikely that unprecedented gains could have been made at

the same time.

V. Unresolved Problems

This study has been concerned with the performance of

the public sector as a pivot&l .force in the development of

the Indian economy with particular reference to its role in

the acquisition and disposition of development funds. Thero

are, however, a number of problems associated with Indian

economic development such as land reform, "over-population,"

and labor policy which have received no treatment at all.

This has not been to deprecate the importance of these prob

lems, but rather, a recognition that they are outside the

range of concentration of this investigation. Nevertheless,

there are two problems, largely unresolved and relating to

the institutional structure, which seem to require at least

brief delineation. They are: (1) the operation of the

mixed economy itself, and (2) unemployment.
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The Mixed Economy

Deliberate adoption of a mixed economy es &n insti

tutional instrument for economic development assumes that it

is well suited to the requirements of the task, Moreover,

certain other presuppositions are apparent. First, there

is the presupposition that for historical, institutional or

other reasons, the maximum quantity of real investment con

sistent with given consumption levels is not likely to be

forthcoming in an overwhelmingly private enter-prise economy.

And even if it could be assumed that the absolute amount of

investment would be the same, it is unlikely that it would

flow into the most socially desirable undertakings because

of the discrepancy bebv en social and private returns. The

r<rlf. tively lower rate of profit on lonp-terra "basic invest

ment " does not attract private capital to these industries.

Hence, responsibility for- tht- prov '.;:;!::. o" social overhead

capital end perhaps investment in essential industries

eschewed by private capital -~ devolves upon the State. This

calls for expansion of the public sector vis
ja vis the private

sector

On the other hand, ectlve participation by governments

in the productive process should not extend beyond certain

limits because of the- presupposition that profit making is a

.necessary incentive over a wide range of economic activity.

Or alternatively, reneral or predominantly social ownership

of the nation's productive facilities would not elicit
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maximum efforts and sacrifices on the p.srfc of the population.

This 3s the rationale of the mixed economy as a vehicle for

economic development. The difficulties associated v;ith the

working of the system are seldom analyzed.

On almost any assumptions regarding a mixed economy

in an under-developed country, the government will indicate

its intention to siphon off into the public sector a certain

quantity of resources for capital formation in accordance

with its development plans a From this point on the nature

of the government's behavior toward the private sector will

determine the distinctive character of the mixed economy

that he. a come into existence

Let it be assumed, in the first instance, that thu

gov^rnr-vent, having established the means of obtaining its

share., decides that it cannot leave resources to be allocate.:!

"helter-skelter" in tho private sector, This decision :nin;ht

follov,' from the conviction that in order to obtoin optimum

conditions for development a schedule of priorities .should

be established for investment in essential industries in the

private sector If a schedule of priorities is to be made

effective, allocation of especially scarce resources will

be necessary. But if inflation is to be suppressed and

monopoly profits controlled in firms favored by allocation

policy, tho government must resort to price controls end the

fixing of profit margins. Thus, essential industries in tho

priva,e sector are pieced in a "strait- jacket" of economic
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controls. Since entrepreneurial risk-takers* normally abaci*

controls of any kind, the business climate becomes stifling.

Entrepreneurs ere deprived of s major incentive -- the possi

bility of increasing profits. i\;ore important from the point

of view of society the entrepreneur, in large rr.es.sure pro

tected from loss, escapee, thereby en impelling spur toward

efficiency. In these circumstances the desired performance

from private enterprise cannot reasonably be expected; nor

is there any v.ay of determining v.-h ether the entrepreneur is

"earning his keep."

Thic case, v.-ith expropriate cuol if icr, i-.iovi,? > is strong

ly suggestive cf the bituotion in India today v;here there

exists & c 1 t-rgcrir g proliferation of cocnonn'.c ccntroly, That

Ir.^lan industrial interests are not alt 3,*<rthev satisfied with

the business cjiiiiac-? in their counti-y is underscored in a

i.peech by ivr. J. R, D. Tata, pt'rlu-.ps India 'L, T-oc-'t outstand

ing industrialist. Challfii^i^.c; the fjovtrnment 's underlying

essuniption that noi'rnal profits of any industx'-y ai'e adequate

to insure expansion by attracting sr.vinrs to it from the

cspital market, Kr . Tata states:

So long a s a mixed economy , in v.hich a largo p&.r'o of
industrial development is left to private enterprise,
is considered necessory in the country's interest,
the investor's willingness to tfke risks is an es
sential element in the development of industry. It
is natural hov^ever, that risk-capital should get a

return coK.monsurato with the rick it takes, as v/ell

as a long-teri.i chance of capital appreciation in
successful ventures to compensate for loss incurred
on unsuccessful onr. s. On many occasions in recent
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years private enterprise has been blamed for the slow
pace of industrial expansion in the country. The facts
and considerations to which I have drawn attention show
that if private enterprise has latterly not been able to
achieve all that was expected of it, this was due largely
to causes beyond its control, for some of which, at least,
Governments own policies have been responsible.^'

Attacks of this kind have continued to come from repre

sentatives of business and industry, indicating that the prob-
) ft

lem is recognized at least in part by them.

An alternative to the type of nixed economy described

above v;culd be one permitting free play of the profit motive

in the private sector. Having indicated its resource needs

in the plan for the public sector, the povernrTient allows a

scramble for remaining: resources in the private sector. I'M s

policy would have the advantage of simplicity of administra

tion for it reriuces the responsibilities of the ptcvernrr.ent to

a sphere v.'hich should not be beyond its capacity to manage.

Moreover , it is possible that the money value of investment

(and perhaps even real investment) in the private sector will

increase with the prospect of higher profits, though in the

absence of direct controls the composition of new investment

is unlikely to prove satisfactory from the point of view of

"balanced growth
"

H-7 Speech delivered by the chairman of the Tata Iron
and Steel Company, Ltd., at the annual general meeting of the

shareholders, August 28, 1952, at Bombay. Reported in full in
The Economic >Veekly, Vol. IV, No. 35, August 30, 1952, pp>
9"02-b.

^ See, for example, the rev lev/ of the Report of the
Shroff Committee on Finance for the Private Sector,- in The
Economic V'eekly, Vol. VI, No, 31, July 31 > 1951}-, pp.
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The great danger in this case, however, is inflation

with ell its disastrous consequences for development planning.

Inflation, consequent upon a high volume of public and private

investment which absorbs resources end creates consumer -in

comes without immediately increasing the supply of consumer

goods and services, v;ill probably be found incompatible v.
;ith

development planning because of Its undesirable effects upon

the distribution of incomes, the direction of investment, and

the balance of payments. It is therefore unlikely that this

fci'iii of :
v .lxed economy, if adopted; would bo lonp; n.ai ntained

Tbe aim of this discussion has not ben to show that a

r-iixed e OOP err.;/ cannot t>~> e suitable vehicle fur economic develop

.:.cn t . iv::thev, It has been to -.^f ria&ize thh inherent difri-

cultitvs imolved, and to su.c;reot thc.t no f.o t.isfac tory moacl

;;f Q- r.'.iy.t.d < C(/.oiiy cc'.r.binirp: largo developrient -"ittl^yp hy

jovernre.-r.t in the publ-.c sector with strong incentives for

pi-lvatt, 'rdtiiative in the private sector, has as yet aupr-suv.d.

A satisfactory taodel, it seems, v/ould be cno which is capable

of achieving a hlrh rate of investment without: (a) altering

the distribution of income awry from the already impoverished

non-prcpertied classes, (b) disruptive inflation, and (c) un

duly inhibiting the profit motive in the private sector.

As very litt.lo attention has been f^iven by the planning

authorities to the problem of conflicting motivations in the

tv:o sectors, the efficient operation and organization of the

rrixed economy remains a largely unresolved problem in Indian

development policy.
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Unemployment

Under-employment in rural India is not a new phenomenon.

and generally speaking, is not greatly different from that

characteristic of most other under-developed countries. Per

haps the basic problem for development planning is to flr.c the

means of drawing the large masses of partially employed (and

unemployed) into more productive occupations. The planning

authorities in India recognized the problem in the First Five

Year Plan, but decided as a matter of development policy not

to approach its solution directly. Instead, ^he vit.\v is

taken that "this is obviously linked to tho whole question of

capital accumulation and technical efficiency." Moreover,

the rather pessimistic conclusion is reached that vei-v lit

tle can be done about idle manpower in the early stapes of

development .

In the initial stages of development , newly mobilised
labour will not be able to contribute significantly to
total output and, therefore, larger money incomes will
tend to exert pressure on available supplies and cause
sectional rises in prices . This process is apt to
cause a redistribution of available supplies leading
probably to a rise in the real incomes of those newly
employed and a fall in the real incomes of those who
were already employed.... If productivity of labour
cannot be increased in the short run, particularly if
the availability of basic essentials like foodcrroins
cannot be increased, a programme designed primarily to
put to work all idle labour, runs the risk of breaking
down on account of excessive pressure of money incomes
on available supplies.... In other words, the accent
in these first few years of development has to be on
mobilization of manpower, with as little increase in
money incomes as possible, rather than en full emplpjf-
rient as such (italics mine) which to have any meaning,
should be able to provide higher money as well as real
incomes all.round .M-?

1*9 The Flan, pp. 23-k.
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Furthermore., it is acknowledged that "in some casei-:,

there rr.ight appear a certain conflict between the need to re

duce the social cost of maintaining unemployed labour and the

need to raise the productivity of labour n^ Thu? , the policy

position v;as taken to allow the problem to bo solved indirect

ly through increased investment, capital accurr.ulai, lor , and

r:sir. productivity because "the elimination of unemployment

in an under-developed economy is by its nature a- somewhat

loii;~-term problem*"-'

Rising unemploy.rtv.nt during the roriod of the Pl^n in

urbf.n a re. at'., o.p^ olally am one; the echi^-Ahcd (r.-d comet '
*,:es

technically IMI(A: ned ) :ridd"l<-.-clas 3 hfu; cavie Jn "c.r a ,r^oc'

ici:l oT r-t "c;r i;|on ? ;n.d public d'lsour sion .-'^ Althonrh i3no;a-

rlvV^J v-ornctio r. vo not v6". -ii'fd to ^.vt-'is to r v/.l t-'": Qifipl.oynif't'it

exch?-.^ '^ ^ an-'' t.hcrrif or-o nr. acc''!r;-.to f '.rarer; srf avn: lable

I'O 1."?'?.^. l.Tip" tl~' '.!>: t
'vr.t of urban unen'ployR

11.ent; } the Pla^'ning

Co-1
:.-.,!

c
.'?-:.' on h (in tk':?n cofjii^nce of tbo gravity of the situ?.

ticn in its l-'i-or^re,-- 3 Report:

Durin;.- tl:-; sur.ner of 19^3 thnr? v.ere indioationa of
increase in une^ploy!T,nt } especially in urlj&n areas.
The nun.bcr of persons registered v;ith employment ex-

ch>Ui(jes has been increasing fairly steadily from the

Hill'-' P- 2^'
-^^ Sec, for example, tae follo\ving articles in. The

Jy n o no in i c v;e ek 1y ; "Lmployn-ent I'xchanr.c and UnemploymentT^
K.cy 2, 1933, p7 ^C3; "Fighting Unemployment A Symposium,"'
August l<, 19$3, pp. 839-92; S. 3. Renrjnck&r', "Prices end

Employment.," August 2Q, 19'-"3, pp. 953-4J V. V. Bhatt, "r/n-

ployr-.ent Rnu Capital- Intensity, November 6, 19 r4* PP
125J.-53; IDb, "Pallir4i Prices in Tofcsl Perspective," April
^'> 1955* tp* 1:2Q-30.
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spring of 1952.... At the same time conditions charac
teristic of buyers' markets berren to affect employment,
particularly in the trade sector, and to a smaller ex
tent in industry.... Furthermore, there wcr .? t\vo long-
term factors which had been continuously at v.ork for a
considerable period, namely, a steady shift of workers
from villages to towns end increase in the number of
educated persons seeking IDG inly white-collar employ
ment .53

After making these observations the Commission still

felt that the main attack on the problem of unemployment should

be made by accelerating the implementation of the Plan "and

by strengthening it at appropriate points." V.hat precisely

is meant by strengthening the Plan is not clear, but pre

sumably it means stepping up expenditure on projects \vhich

arc most likely to create employment opportunities.

At its meeting in October 1953 the National Develop

ment Council, yn edvisory body composed of the Chief minis

ters of all the federated states, decided to add new pro

jects to the state plans entailing additional expenditure of

Rs , 1,500 million to Rs . 1,?50 million during the 're;r.ainim>

period of the r'ivo Year Plan. With regard to the ne.tu.re of

additional projects which 'could be Undertaken, the following

conditions were laid dovm:

(i) they should be strictly related to the provision
of additional employment;

(ii) they should be such as to produce results within
the period of the Plan, i.e., they should not be
long-term projects; and

(iii) training and other program-as should be related
to the needs of the Plan and should be confined ..

to those sectors in which there were shortages ,-4

Ibid., pp. 10-11 ,

pp. 9-10
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From the foregoing it appears that the staoes by their in

sistence have caused the national planning authorities to re

lent somewhat in their stated policy position on unemployment

Of the plausible theoretical explanations of increasing

unemployment in India, perhaps the easiest to accept is the

rapid rate of srov.'th of population.'-'
5 If the population of

India is expanding at a rate of 1 ii per cent per year from a

population base of 3t>0 million people, the resulting increase

is in excess of five million persona annually.** The problem

of providing employment opportunities at r^tes sufficient to

absorb the numbers e^terin^: the labor force fi.cn year is irn-

media;;. ely obvious

The problem v.ill be further appreciated when the im

plications for 'the Tr-n-land i-fttio are considered. Davis re

ports 'that the avcrfu'e number of acres per person declined

fv~n. ,,23 in 1591-95 to 1,00 in 19.'<,9~!iO or a fell of 15 per

^7
cent.-'' If this trend has continued the suggestion is clear

that proGuctivo err:ploy~"'?nt in agriculture is becoming in-

crci-rr, j n.fjly difficult to find. The burden of providing the

J^ A systematic discussion of the population problem
of Inoia cannot be given here, as it is too vest and complex
a subject for cursory treatment. It is the v/riter's intention
only to point to the possible connection between recently ob-
Kervcu unemployment trends and the growth of population.

df\
** See, Kiiigsley Davis, Tho Fppulption of India end

Pakia Lan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 195TT"
pp. 71-90=, This v.-ork containt: a full discussion of tho
population problem in most of its important aspects.

7
Kings ley Davis, OP. cit., p. 20? .
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needed employment opportunities, it appears, must fall upon

the non-agricultural sector of the economy. Yet it is very

probable that the non-agricultural sector has not expanded

rapidly enough to create employment opportunities in quanti-
{SQ

ties required by the rate of population growth. Hence it

is difficult to avoid associating the large annual increase

of population with some part of the unemployment problem.

Although urban unemployment as well as rural under

employment in India have been aggravated by the rapid prowth

of population and the displacement of population as a conse

quence of partition of the country, it is distinctly possible

that the increased pace of development is itself responsible

for much of the rise in unemployment observed in urban areas

in recent years. As development proceeds it would be ex

pected that ct-rtein rural industries, which at one time pro

vided part time employment to a large number of persons, dis

appear with growing rapidity in the fsce of competition with

new, more efficient, industries. At the same time the move

ment of persons from rural to urban ureas is likely to be

encouraged by the hope of finding employment in new in

dustries and development projects. However, again the probable

failure of the non-agricultural sector to develop rapidly

enough must be inferred.

Unemployment among technically trained personnel seems

to be a somev.'hat different problem. Inasmuch as technically

See Kingsley Davis, oj> . i._t., p. 215
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trained personnel is a desideratum for any large-scale

development program, the existence of unemployment among this

group would seem to be evidence of faulty planning. The

preparation of a manpower budget v;ould be especially helpful

in making efficient use of skilled and serni-skilled labor

The solution to the problem of under- pnd unemploy

ment in India is by no :neans a simple one. To solve it com

pletely would probably require r.easures of compulsion of the

type the present Indian Government v/ould be unwilling to take

On tho other band, permit tin:* large masses of nianpc\vcr bo

exii't in idleness is not only Y/a:,teful, but } as the Planning

Corr-^isijion recognizes, it represents a "social cost." Until

some means of tliminating this social cost are found, the

progress of development will be severely impaired.
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Appendix B Ebony, September 1967

World Bank post requires
extensive travel for Rice

THE
SON of a Florence. S.C., Methodist Minister. Emmett J. Rice. 47.

earned his bachelor's and master's degrees at City College of New-

York. "It was my interest in psychology that stimulated my interest in

economics." he says. Although there were few" Negro economists em

ployed. Rice did not worry about those considerations "until the end of

my graduate studies." After a term in the U. S. Air Force and a Ph.D. in

economics earned at the University of California at Berkeley, he ac

cepted .1 job on the faculty of Cornell University where he worked for

six years before taking a leave of absence to work lor the Federal

Reserve System in New York City. Between 1962 and 1964 Rice worked

as research ad\ isor to the Central Bank of Nigeria in Lagos. The ex

perience was invaluable, he savs. and led to a post as deputv director

of the Office of Developing Nations in the Treasury Department. That

job led to his participation in many delegations to internation.il confer

ences in various parts of the world. In October of 1966 President John

son named Dr. Emmett Rice to the post of U. S. alternate-executive

director of the World Bank.

Established after World War II. primarily to help finance the

reconstruction of war-torn European countries, the World Bank today

has greater responsibilities There are now 103 member countries and

the World Bank has fin.inced more than l.OXH) projects in 79 countries

or territories. Fcns has changed trom reconstruction to development

and its targets have shitted from Europe to Africa. Asia and Latin

America. Though more than $10 billion has been distributed by thv

World Bank. Rice is quick to point out that even with such support.

the gap between rich and poor nations is widening. "Even if the poor

nations were growing at the same rate or slightly taster than the rich

nations, the gap would still be widening in absolute terms. . Over flu-

last five years, the rich countries have actually been giowing at a

faster rate than most poor ones."
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Appendix C Black Enterprise, October 1979

Today's economic climate may dictate actions by this Federal Reserve Board

governor that will be unpopular to many blacks

Emmeu
J. Rice is one of the most

inipurtant blacks in the economic

policymaking machinery of the fed

eral government by virtue of his new posi

tion as a governor of the Federal Reserve

Board.

Blacks might expect Rice to take advan

tage of that position to be an advocate on

the board for minorities and the poor. But

Rice says that the nature of his job as one

of the seven Federal Reserve Board gover

nors forces him to see his role differently.

In addition, he says, today's economic cli

mate may dictate choices that may not be

popular among most of the black commu

nity.

"The way monetary policy operates and

the way it affects the economy doesn't

allow for making a differential impact on

certain sectors, population groups or indus

trial groups," he told BLACK ENTERPRISE.

"Monetary policy ... has a broad-brush,

undiffcrentiated effect on the economy."
In short: "There is very little scope for pro

tecting the interests of black people. It's

not that kind of job."

Rice is leery of leaving a wrong impres

sion by that remark. It does not mean, he

sa>s, that he will n.oi' be concerned about

the effects of the Fed's, policies on bbckv

It docs mean, however, that if a certain

H\ Isaiah J I'oole

segment of society is inordinate!) hurt by a

Fed decision. 'such as the recent action to

curb the money supply and raise interest

rates to slow the economy, "there's nothing

monetary policy can do about that."

Rice has chosen to approach his job "just

as anyone else would," which right now

means grappling with a sluggish economy

plagued by a stubborn double-digit infla

tion rate.
/

Rice moved into the marble-hailed Fed

eral Reserve headquarters in Washington's

Foggy Bottom in June of this year. Previ

ously he was senior vice president of the

National Bank of Washington. The Federal

Reserve post is not his first one in the pub
lic arena. In 1 960 he was an economist with

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

Later, he worked at the Treasury Depart

ment for two years during the Johnson

administration. In 1966 Johnson appointed

him as alternate executive director for the

United States at the World Bank.

Rice also worked for the Agency for

International Development. While at that

agency, he helpec' to establish the Ccntr.il

Bank of Nigeria. One of his first actions us

Fed governor was to attend an international

conference sponsored by thai bank.

Thus, ever since he received his PhD.

from ihe University of California in 1955

Rice has been neck-deep in economic;:,

even teaching it for a while at Cornell Uni

versity and at the Berkeley campus of:

University of California. Obviousl)
;

brings to the Fed an impressive amour.:

experience.

But as to what else he will bring tou

Fed in the way of a point of view or
(^

nomic philosophy in its frequent po!

meetings is something of which he revc.'

little. Asked if he considered
himselfj

monetary conservative or liberal, he c

plied, "I'm an eclectic and a pragma!:,

and 1 wouldn't fit myself anywhere on if

spectrum because if I tried to do that
Ij

sure I would confuse people."

He did say, however, that he agreed ;

the consensus within the Carter admir

tration and ihe board that "inflation MI!

present time is the number-one problem'

face in the US economy today." On in!

tion, which has been running some mon;:

at a 13 percent annual rate: "If it contini:

it can cause all kinds of economic disk

lions and disruptions. It is an untenable;

unacceptable rate of inflalion."

He acknowledges that a fair question:

ask in light of the administration's andi

Fed's response to inflation, which hast*.

to slow ihe economy, is: "To what extr

do you purchase some progress agr..

inflation at the expense of more unempV
mcnt?" He notes that at least as oft

summer, several months of restrictive me

etary policies have not been accompli
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by sharply rising unemployment (although

the most optimistic estimates of Carter

administration economists are that the un

employment rate will hit 6.9 percent by the

end of 1980, and the former chairman of

the board, G. William Miller, has predicted

an even higher unemployment rate). "I

think in the current circumstances, with

the unemployment rate not rising signifi

cantly, it makes a great deal of sense to

follow policies which still resist inflation,"

he said.

"Now, obviously if the unemployment
rate rises significantly one has to examine

again what kind of trade-off is acceptable,

and of course this is a matter of judgment
as well as what you think is appropriate

social policy." But at what point that trade

off should be re-examined is something
Rice is not prepared to define.

Rice is a man who chooses his words

carefully, formulating his thoughts into

sentences and paragraphs meant to convey

the full subtlety and complexity that he

feels permeates economics. He shuns what

he calls the "short, pithy statement" that

would make "good copy" in magazines or

newspaper articles but would not do his

thoughts justice. "The whole truth about .

the economy," he said, "is complicated and

it's hard to make a simple statement about

complicated matters that reully is true."

He was particularly peeved at a "simplis

tic" question which linked current Fed pol

icies, along with the economic policies of

the Carter administration, to the possibility

of higher unemployment. It was indicative,

he thought, of the ignorance or overly sim

plistic understanding the public at large

has about how the Fed and other elements

of the economy operate, an ignorance the

media has not done a good job in dealing

with The question of whether he can act as

an advocate lor blacks on the board, too, is

"based on a certain lack of understanding

of monetary policy and how it works."

How does monetary policy work? One

way it works is unpredictably, Rice points

out. There is often a time lag of about six

months, plus or minus a few weeks, be

tween the time the board lakes a major
action and the effects of that action on the

economy. In that six-month period any

thing can happen to thwart the best-laid

plans of the board. The six months that

began at the end of last winter arc perhaps

a good example: An economic balancing

act designed to lower inflation without lip

ping the economy into a recession was

upset b> the sudden, unexpected increases

in the price of imported oil.

"Partly because of these time lags be

tween cause and effect, and the wide-open

possibilities for interference," Rice said,

"it's too early to say if the Fed's tighl poli

cies arc the wisest things to do. Running

any economy, large or small, is a very com

plicated thing. You can never be absolutely

sure you're right. You don't have perfect

foresight and you don't have complete con

trol over economic problems."

One area where Rice does think he can

serve blacks directly on the board is by

pushing for more black representation

among the highest levels of the sialf. "So

far as 1 have seen, ihere is to my knowledge

only one black officer [at the Reserve head

quarters], and that is the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity officer. This is not a

very healthy or satisfactory situation so far

as employment of blacks is concerned I

would have thought that by this time thcie

would have been more blacks at high offi

cer stafT levels ai the Federal Reserve

Board."

The board is no different from most oth

er agencies, industries and occup

groups in that a semi-closed old boys'

work essentially determines who ris

the top. In the Federal Reserve Sy.-

this network is based among Federal

serve member banks. From these \

employees can rise to state-level ft

Reserve agencies, and from there the

promising of them can fill some role i

big headquarters in Washington, l

economist, staff assistant, or perhaps

as a governor.

As a matter of course, blacks

excluded from the bottom rung-

banks until recently. And thus there

no blacks to move up through the I

"The only way to get around this,"

said, "is to bring people in from out;

you're going to have rapid progress,

traditional pattern of advancement is

upon, it will be some time before the

substantial black presence among tf

porlant positions at the Fed."

"I consider luck a very large elen:

my own personal success," Rice s;

reflecting upon his career. "There's a

element of luck in anybody's rise

important position."

But luck is not the only thing ib

depended on to be a. success in the ecc

ics field. There is another factor, whi

passes on as advice to black youth t

"As hard as it might be and as unrc

as it might seem, in my experience

always better to act, to work and to

form as if there were no such thing as*

discrimination."

He reasons that if one assumes that'

she will be victimized by racism (

blocked from pursuing some career

because of racism: "You won't mak

(continued on page 94
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necessary effort to be prepared." And thus

when the door opens in spite of racism, that

person will not be able to walk through.

Another thing. Rice said, that blacks

and particularly minority businessmen

have to overcome is the fear of failure.

"Black people are generally very sensitive

to failure and are too easily discouraged by

failure. We've got to get over this." When
confronted with failure, "take it as a tem

porary setback, learn from the experience

and keep coming back."

Rice's scat on the Federal Reserve Board

is a hot one. Blacks will be disappointed if

he does not come across as an actively sen

sitive representative of their economic con

cerns. At the same time, he maintains that

he is "the governor of the Federal Reserve

Board for the whole country, not just black

people" and may, for the sake of the whole

country, feel compelled to advocate bitter

medicine for lower class people. On the

other hand. Rice can perhaps draw from his

considerable experience to craft new solu

tions to bringing the economy out of an era

of "stagflation" into an era of economic

"It is better to act, to

work and to perform
as if there is not

discrimination"
growth and full employment within the

next three years.

At any rate, in times like these he's going
to need a lot more of the luck that has seen

him through in the past to ensure that his

stint on the board is a successful one in

which he will earn the esteem of blacks as

well as the financial community. D
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Mr. Emmett J. Rice who resides in

Washington, D.C. was born in Flor

ence, South Carolina. Before being

nominated by President Carter and

confirmed by the Senate to be a

member of the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System he was

Senior Vice President, The National

Bank of Washington, D.C. Mr. Rice

was for four years United States Al

ternate Executive Director, Interna

tional Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (World Bank), Interna

tional Development Association, and

the International Financial Corpora
tion, a position to which he was ap

pointed by President Johnson in Oc
tober, 1966 and confirmed by the

Senate. Prior to that appointment, he

was Deputy Director and later Acting
Director of the Office of the Develop

ing Nations in the United States

Treasury Department. While on leave

from the Treasury Department, he

served for one year as Executive Di

rector of Mayor Washington's Eco-

i nomic Development Committee in

! D.C.
Previous professional positions

held by Mr. Rice include, Advisor to

the Central bank of Nigeria, Lagos-

Nigeria; Economist, Federal Reserve

Bank of New York; Assistant Profes

sor of Economics - Cornell Univer

sity: Teaching Fellow, Department of

Economics - University of California,

Berkeley.
Mr. Rice earned B.A. and M.B.A.

Degrees at the City College of New
York, and a Ph.D. in Economics - Uni

versity of California, Berkeley.

Prior to joining the Board of Gov
ernors, Mr. Rice was a member of the

Board of Directors of Trans World

Corporation and Trans World Air

lines, Inc.; District Communications,

Inc.; and Fort Lincoln New Town

Corporation.

He also served on the Boards of a

number of civic organizations includ

ing the Federal City Council; Federal

City Housing Corporation - former

President; Greater Washington Busi

ness Resource Center; D.C. Chapter
of American Red Cross; Center For

Municipal and Metropolitan Re
search; Washington Performing Arts

Society; and the Consortium of

Universities.

The Berkeley Black Alumni Club is

proud to pay tribute to a very distin

guished alumnus, Emmett J. Rice
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Appendix E San Francisco Chronicle, May 3, 1990

UC International House Praised
David Rockefeller says more exposure to other cultures needed

By Martin Halstuk

Chronicle Stqff Writer

There is & growing need across

the nation for more university

programs that expose American

students to the cultures and be

lief systems of foreign nations, fi

nancier David Rockefeller told a

gathering at the University of Cal

ifornia at Berkeley last night.

"If we are going to get along
with the rest of the world, we must

understand all its cultures, inter

ests and beliefs," said the former

banker and economist.

Rockefeller, 74, the chairman

of the Rockefeller Group, was at

UC to mark the 60th anniversary

of the International House center

on campus.

Co-founded by his father, John

D. Rockefeller Jr., the center of

fers housing and study programs
for 600 students, most of whom are

scholars or graduate students. Half

the students are from the United

States and half are from 70 other

nations.

Rockefeller also suggested that

UC place particular emphasis on

sponsoring cultural exchanges be

tween American students and

those from Pacific Rim nations.

Economic developments since

the center was founded in 1930

"probably make (International

House) more useful today than

when it was first started . . . partic

ularly with the growing impor
tance of China and other countries

in the Pacific Rim," he said. "We
are more interdependent with one

another and better able to commu
nicate than ever before."

The roughly 250 guests at last

night's reception in the center rep

resented a cross section of the Bay
Area's leading businesses and in

dustries. A number of them are

former center residents.

"International House has

meant a great deal to me over the

years, having a wonderful re

source in alumni," Rockefeller

said. He pointed out that the cen

ter has produced 40,000 alumni

since 1930, many of whom have

risen to prominence.

At one time, a young Ali Bhut

to, who went on to become prime
minister of Pakistan, washed

dishes in the International House

kitchen with a teen-aged W. Mi

chael Blumenthal, who became

U.S. secretary of the treasury, said

center Executive Director Joe Lu-

rie.

"International House is dedi

cated to fostering peaceful inter

action, understanding and friend

ship among people of all races and

cultures," Lurie said. "We have

black South Africans Bving with

white South Africans and Israelis

living with Libyans."

Other well known alumni in

clude Senator Pete Wilson, former

California Supreme Court Chief

Justice Rose Bird, Korean Airlines

President Charlie Cho and the first

female minister to represent Ja

pan hi the United Nations, Sadako

Ogata.

In addition to its global influ

ence, Lurie said the center has had

"an extraordinary impact on the

local community."

For example, it was Interna

tional House residents who inte

grated the public rooms at the

Claremont Hotel in Berkeley and

pushed for integration of the

Berkeley Fire Department and UC
campus fraternities, he said.
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Africa, UC Students from, 34-35,
46

African Americans, 1-65, passim
armed forces, 15, 21-26, 28

banking, 36, 41, 49-50

Berkeley Fire Department, 52-55

Blaisdell, Allen C., 43

Brady, Robert, 30-31, 32, 46

Brimmer, Andrew, 63n

Buchanan, Norman, 30, 46, 57-58

business, 7, 23-25, 30

D'Azevedo, Warren, 53

Dalton, John, 46

Davisson, Malcolm, 37

Democratic party, Democrats, 3,

14, 15

Depression, 1930s, 13-14

discrimination, racial, 2-3, 9-

11, 14-16, 18, 20, 26, 40, 41,

49, 54-55, 60-61, 64

Douglass Society, 18

economics, 13, 29-32, 45-46, 48,
55-58

education, 1-2, 5-6, 8, 10

Ellis, Howard, 36

employment, 13, 17, 41-43, 52-53,
55-57

fair employment, 43, 60

Federal Bureau of Investigation,
43

Federal Reserve Board, 36, 41,

50, 60, 63

Fellner, William, 36, 37

Ford Motor Company, 24

Goodwin, Luther, 27-28

Gordon, Walter, 54

Green, Ernestine and John, 44

Harvard Business School, 22-25,
28

higher education, 5, 10-13, 17-

19, 26-41

India, after independence, 45-50,
55-57

International House, Berkeley,
33-34, 40, 43-44

Jackson, Jesse, 6

Kamamoto, Yukio, 53

Kenya, UC students from, 34-35

Kerr, Clark, 36-38

Kidner, Frank, 30

King, Martin Luther, Jr., 6

Knight, M. M. , 30, 46

leadership, 6-7, 22

Li, Choh-Ming, 57-58

loyalty oath, 36-38

McNamara, Robert, 23

media, 63

migration, 15

Miller, Arjay, 24

National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People
[NAACP] ,

7

New York City College, 10-12, 17-

19

race relations, 2-3, 8-11, 14-16,

18, 20, 26, 28-29, 40-41, 43, 49,

54-55, 60-63
racial prejudice, 14-15, 18, 26

Randolph, A. Phillip, 7

Reagan, Ronald, 63

Reconstruction, 2-3

religion, 6-7

Republican party, Republicans, 2-

3, 14, 15

Rice family, 1-7, 9-10, 12-13,

19-20, 27

Rice, Ulysses, 1-5

Rogin, Leo, 31-32

Rolph, Earl, 36

Roosevelt, Franklin D.
, 13, 14,

15

Rumford, W. Byron, Sr., 42-43
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segregation, 8-10, 15, 16

Sproul, Robert Gordon, 37-38

Stanford University, 34-35

Thornton, Tex, 24-25

Tuskegee Institution, 21-22, 25,

27

University of California,

Berkeley, 23, 28

foreign students, 34-35, 47

graduate school, 27-33, 46-47,
57-59

loyalty oath, 36-38

minority students, 40-43, 53

University of California, Los

Angeles, 27

White, Walter, 7

Wilkins, Roy, 7

women and work, 5-6, 46-47, 63

World War II, 21-25

Young Men's Christian Association

[YMCA] , 11, 15-16
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Professional Activities

Interviewer-editor, Regional Oral History Office, 1970-present .

Specialist in state government history, Bay Area community concerns,
focussed on key participants' perceptions of selected administrative,
social, economic, and political issues in California 1938-present .

Project director, Bay Area Foundation History Projects (1974-1977,
1986- ), Volunteer Leaders Series (1978- ), Ronald Reagan
Gubernatorial Era Project (1979-1990) ,

Cutter Laboratories Project (1972-

1974) .

Coordinator, California State Archives Government History Project,

University of California, Berkeley, component, 1986-1990.

Panelist and consultant, Joint Center for Political Studies, Oral

History Association, National Council on Public History, UC Santa

Barbara public history program, Society of American Archivists, local

historical societies and museums; advisor, UC Graduate School of

Education, California Heritage Quilt Project, California Heritage Task

Force
,
others .

Prior Experience

Historian, U.S. Air Force, documentation of Berlin Air Force, other

post-World War II issues. Research, writing, policy development on

community issues for University of California, Bay Area Council of

Social Planning, Berkeley Unified School District, others.

Education

Graduate of Connecticut College, New London, in economics;

independent study in journalism, creative writing; additional study at

Trinity College and Stanford University.
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